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SAN JOAQUIN COUNCIL OF GOVERNMENTS
Executive Committee
555 East Weber Avenue
Stockton 95202
Friday, August 19, 2022
12:00 p.m.
Via Zoom
https://sjcog.zoom.us/j/85147159543?pwd=R2pidWJRUnRWWW83bkdXV0h2THdYZz09
Teleconference Number: 1-669-900-6833
Meeting ID: 851 4715 9543
Passcode: 422213
Note: If you don't have access to a smart device or a computer with a webcam & a mic, you can dial in using
the teleconference number and meeting ID above.
Attention Callers: Please mute the call unless speaking
NOTICE
Coronavirus COVID-19
In accordance with the Ralph M. Brown Act (Cal. Gov. Code § 54950 et seq.), as amended by Assembly Bill
361 (2021), The San Joaquin Council of Governments and staff will be participating in this meeting via
teleconference. Members of the public may participate in the meeting electronically using the Zoom link. If
participating using Zoom, please use the “raise hand” or chat feature to be recognized to speak.
We have also provided a call-in number, as identified on this Agenda, and encourage you to attend by
telephone. To be recognized to speak, press *9 which will signal the moderator.
The San Joaquin Council of Governments is in compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act and will
make all reasonable accommodations for the disabled to participate in employment, programs, and facilities.
Persons requiring assistance or auxiliary aid in order to participate should contact Rosie Gutierrez, Clerk of the
Board at (209) 235-0600 at least 24 hours prior to the meeting.

AGENDA
1.

Roll Call and Introductions:

2.

Public Comments:

3.

Approve Minutes of July 22, 2022:
Additional Material:
Minutes of July 22, 2022
Recommended Action:
Action

4.

Continued Teleconference Meetings During a Proclaimed State of Emergency (Rod Attebery)
Additional Material:
Staff Report, Resolution
Recommended Action: Action
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5.

2022 Regional Transportation Plan/Sustainable Communities Strategy (RTP/SCS), 2023 Federal
Transportation Improvement Program (FTIP) and Associated Air Quality Conformity Document
(Tim Kohaya)
Additional Material:
Staff Report
Recommended Action: Action

6.

Annual Report and Annual Adjustment of the Airport Land Use Commission (ALUC) Fee
(Tim Kohaya)
Additional Material:
Staff Report
Recommended Action: Action

7.

Establish a Cost-of-Living Adjustment Fund Line Item in the San Joaquin Council of Governments
Annual Financial Plan (Steve Dial)
Additional Material:
Staff Report
Recommended Action: Action

8.

City of Escalon’s LTF Transit Set-Aside Board Adopted Policy (Joel Campos)
Additional Material:
Staff Report
Recommended Action: Action

9.

2023 San Joaquin County Multi-Species Habitat Conservation and Open Space Plan (SJMSCP)
Development Fee Annual Adjustment (Steve Mayo)
Additional Material:
Staff Report
Recommended Action: Information

10.

Executive Director’s Report:

11.

Adjournment
Adjourn the meeting to Friday, September 16, 2022.

“SJCOG fully complies with Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and related statutes and regulations in all
programs and activities. For more information, or to file a Title VI related complaint see
http://www.sjcog.orgor call (209) 235-0600.”
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SAN JOAQUIN COUNCIL OF GOVERNMENTS
Executive Committee
Zoom Meeting
Friday, July 22, 2022
MINUTES
1. The meeting was called to order by Chair Robert Rickman at noon.
Present
Committee Members via Teleconference:
Councilmember Sol Jobrack, Stockton; Supervisor Robert Rickman, San Joaquin County;
Councilmember Dan Wright, Stockton; Councilmember Leo Zuber, Ripon.
Others via Teleconference:
Diane Nguyen, SJCOG Executive Director; Steve Dial, SJCOG Deputy Executive
Director/CFO; Kim Anderson, SJCOG Deputy Director, Planning; Ryan Niblock,
SJCOG Deputy Director, Programming and Project Delivery; Tim Kohaya, Senior
Regional Planner; Rosie Gutierrez, SJCOG Office Administrator; Rod Attebery, Counsel;
Tom Terpstra, Counsel.
2.

Public Comments:
None.

3. Approve Minutes of June 17, 2022 and July 8, 2022:
It was moved/seconded (Zuber/Jobrack) to approve the minutes of June 17, 2022 and July
8, 2022. Motion passed unanimously by roll call vote.
Councilmember Dan Wright joined the meeting.
4. Continued Teleconference Meetings During a Proclaimed State of Emergency
It was moved/seconded (Zuber/Wright) to approve resolution R-23-07 to continue
teleconference meetings during a proclaimed state of emergency. Motion passed
unanimously by roll call vote.
5. 2022 Regional Transportation Plan/Sustainable Communities Strategy (RTP/SCS) Public
Hearing:
Tim Kohaya informed the Executive Committee that this is a second of two public
hearings for the Regional Transportation Plan/Sustainable Communities Strategy
(RTP/SCS). The RTP/SCS was released on June 7 for a 55-day public review period that
will end Aug. 1, 2022. Mr. Kohaya said on July 1, 2022, the Air Quality Conformity and
the 2023 Federal Transportation Improvement Program (FTIP) were also released and
comments for these documents can be provided through Aug. 1, 2022.
Chair Rickman opened the public hearing to receive comments. The public hearing was
closed after no public comments were received.
This item was for information only.
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6. Executive Director’s Report:
Diane Nguyen commented on the committee Assembly Bill 361 meetings for the month
of July and thanked everyone for attending the meetings to pass AB 361.
Ms. Nguyen said the RTP/SCS is a long-range planning document prepared by the San
Joaquin Council of Governments (SJCOG) and is updated every four years. The
RTP/SCS will be presented to the board for adoption at a later date.
Ms. Nguyen thanked SJCOG staff, Kim Anderson, Tim Kohaya and Ryan Niblock for
their efforts on the RTP/SCS.
Ms. Nguyen commented on the Stockton Mobility Collective project and said it will
provide access to electric bikesharing and carsharing programs in the south Stockton
disadvantaged communities. The Stockton Record featured this project on the front page.
She said this project will launch later this year.
Ms. Nguyen announced the SJCOG board entered into an agreement to bring in a fulltime professional experienced in housing issues and affordability. This person will help
with the regional housing programs free of charge to SJCOG. An offer has been accepted
and SJCOG staff will provide more information on the person next month.
7. Adjournment
There being no further business to discuss, the meeting was adjourned at 12:10 p.m. to
Friday, August 19, 2022.
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August 2022
Executive Committee

STAFF REPORT
SUBJECT:

Continued Teleconference Meetings During a
Proclaimed State of Emergency

RECOMMENDED ACTION: Approve Resolution R-23-28
DISCUSSION:
SUMMARY:
On March 4, 2020, Governor Newsom declared a State of Emergency to make additional resources
available, formalize emergency actions already underway across multiple state agencies and
departments, and help the State prepare for a broader spread of COVID-19. The March 4, 2020,
State of Emergency remains in effect.
On September 16, 2021, Governor Newsom signed Assembly Bill 361 (“AB 361”) into law,
amending the Ralph M. Brown Act (Gov. Code, § 54950 et seq.) (the “Brown Act”). AB 361
codified certain modified requirements for teleconference meetings held by public agencies,
similar to those previously authorized and extended by executive order during the COVID-19
State of Emergency.
On October 15, 2021, the Executive Committee adopted Resolution Number R-22-13, finding that
the requisite conditions existed for SJCOG’s legislative bodies to conduct remote teleconference
meetings in accordance with the requirements of AB 361.
In conducting meetings under AB 361, SJCOG must continue to post its agenda in the time
required by the Brown Act and ensure that the public is able to address the executive committee
directly through teleconference means. If a disruption prevents the agency or committee from
broadcasting the meeting or receiving public comments in real time, the agency or committee
cannot take further action until those functions are restored; any actions taken during such a
disruption are subject to legal challenge. (Id.)
To continue conducting teleconference meetings in accordance with AB 361, the Executive
Committee (under the Brown Act) must make findings every 30 days that it has reconsidered the
circumstances of the state of emergency and either:
1) The state of emergency continues to directly impact the ability of the members to meet
safely in person, or
2) State or local officials continue to impose or recommend measures to promote social
distancing.
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Where consecutive regular meetings fall outside the 30-day time frame, the committee should hold
a special “AB 361” remote meeting within the 30-day window simply to re-authorize the AB 361
exceptions. Without the AB 361 exceptions, the committee will be required to return to normal
in-person meetings or provide public access at each remote location under the traditional
teleconference rules, as of October 1, 2021. Therefore, if the AB 361 authorization lapses and the
committee wishes to hold a teleconference meeting, it will be required to post agendas and provide
public access at each remote location, identify those locations in the agenda, and maintain a
quorum of the committee within agency boundaries. If a meeting is not held in conformity with
AB 361, committee members may not teleconference from their residences or other locations
which are not open and accessible to the public.
The attached Resolution acknowledges that the March 4, 2020, State of Emergency is currently in
effect, and that the ongoing conditions of the State of Emergency directly impact the ability of the
Executive Committees to meet safely in person.
If necessary, additional Resolutions making the requisite findings may be presented at future
meetings for consideration. These Resolutions can be included and considered through the
committees’ consent calendar.
FISCAL IMPACT:
None.
ATTACHMENT:
Resolution R-23-28
Prepared by:

1589389-1
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RESOLUTION
SAN JOAQUIN COUNCIL OF GOVERNMENTS
by ensuring
R-23-28

A RESOLUTION OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF THE SAN JOAQUIN
COUNCIL OF GOVERNMENTS (SJCOG) DETERMINING TO CONTINUE
CONDUCTING MEETINGS OF THE SJCOG EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE USING
TELECONFERENCING PURSUANT TO GOVERNMENT CODE 54953 AS AMENDED
BY AB 361.

WHEREAS, the San Joaquin Council of Governments (“SJCOG”) is committed to preserving and
nurturing public access and participation in meetings of the Executive Committee; and
WHEREAS, all meetings of SJCOG’s legislative bodies are open and public, as required by the
Ralph M. Brown Act (Cal. Gov. Code 54950 – 54963), so that any member of the public may
attend, participate, and watch the District’s legislative bodies conduct their business; and
WHEREAS, the Brown Act, Government Code section 54953(e), as amended by AB 361 (2021),
makes provisions for remote teleconferencing participation in meetings by members of a
legislative body, without compliance with the requirements of Government Code section
54953(b)(3), subject to the existence of certain conditions; and
WHEREAS, the SJCOG Executive Committee previously adopted a Resolution, Number R-22-13
on October 15, 2021, finding that the requisite conditions exist for the legislative bodies of SJCOG
to conduct remote teleconference meetings without compliance with paragraph (3) of subdivision
(b) of section 54953; and
WHEREAS, as a condition of extending the use of the provisions found in section 54953(e), the
Executive Committee must make findings that the Executive Committee has reconsidered the
circumstances of the state of emergency, and that either the state of emergency continues to directly
impact the ability of the members to meet safely in person, or State or local officials continue to
impose or recommend measures to promote social distancing.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the SJCOG Executive Committee approves:
Section 1. Recitals. The Recitals set forth above are true and correct and are incorporated into
this Resolution by this reference.
Section 2. AB 361 Compliance. The SJCOG Executive Committee began using teleconferencing
in accordance with subdivision (e) of Section 54953 of the Government Code, as amended by
AB 361, on October 15, 2021, and have made the requisite findings by majority vote not later
than 30 days after October 15, 2021, and every 30 days thereafter.

1589391-1
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R-23-28

Section 3. State of Emergency. The SJCOG Executive Committee hereby reconsiders the
circumstances of the current State of Emergency proclaimed by the Governor on March 4, 2020,
and find that the ongoing conditions of the State of Emergency, specifically that the dominant
strain of COVID-19 in the country is more transmissible than prior variants of the virus, may
cause more severe illness, and that even fully vaccinated individuals can spread the virus to
others resulting in rapid and alarming rates of COVID-19 cases and hospitalizations, and
therefore, meeting in person would present imminent risks to the health or safety of attendees
and directly impact the ability of the Executive Committee to meet safely in person.
Section 4. Measures to Promote Social Distancing. The SJCOG Executive Committee hereby
finds that Cal-OSHA and the County Health Official continue to recommend measures to
promote physical distancing.
Section 5. Remote Teleconference Meetings. The Executive Director of San Joaquin Council of
Governments is hereby authorized and directed to take all actions necessary to carry out the
intent and purpose of this Resolution including, conducting open and public meetings in
accordance with Government Code section 54953(e) and other applicable provisions of the
Brown Act.
Section 6. Effective Date of Resolution. This Resolution shall take effect immediately upon its
adoption
PASSED AND APPROVED this 19th day of August 2022, by the following votes of the San
Joaquin Council of Governments, to wit;

AYES:

NOES:

ABSENT:
__________________________________
ROBERT RICKMAN, Chair

1589391-1
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August 2022
Executive Committee

STAFF REPORT
SUBJECT:

2022 Regional Transportation
Plan/Sustainable Communities Strategy
(RTP/SCS), 2023 Federal Transportation
Improvement Program (FTIP) and
Associated Air Quality Conformity
Document

RECOMMENDED ACTION:

Recommend Approval of the 2022
RTP/SCS, 2023 FTIP, and Associated Air
Quality Conformity Document

SUMMARY:
The release of the final draft documents for the
2022 Regional Transportation Plan / Sustainable
Communities Strategy (RTP/SCS), 2023 Federal
Transportation Improvement Program (FTIP), and
the associated Air Quality Conformity document
represents a two-year effort on the part of SJCOG
staff, the RTP/SCS Working Group, and various
stakeholder groups. The documents have undergone
required public review periods and hearings.
SJCOG staff has reviewed and drafted responses to
comments received during the completed review
periods. The comment letters and draft responses
are included as an attachment to the staff report.
Staff will be providing additional information for
discussion during the meeting on Aug. 19.
For the RTP/SCS, these draft comments and
responses, including an Additions and Errata
section, are included in Appendix D of the
document. Comments and their responses are
included in Appendix P in the 2023 FTIP. The documents available for review by the committee
were posted to the SJCOG website at the following links on Aug. 9, 2022:
•

2022 RTP/SCS: www.sjcog.org/608/Access-the-Draft-2022-RTPSCS-Plan
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•
•

2023 FTIP: www.sjcog.org/110/Federal-Transportation-Improvement-Progr
2022 RTP/SCS and 2023 FTIP Air Quality Conformity Analysis:
sjcog.org/110/Federal-Transportation-Improvement-Progr

The posted draft final documents may undergo further modification based on any additional
comments received or committee input as this item moves through SJCOG standing committees
this month. A synopsis of any document changes and committee input will be presented to the
SJCOG Board when it considers approval of the documents at the Aug. 25, 2022, meeting. The
SJCOG Board will also consider certification of the 2022 Programmatic Environmental Impact
Report (PEIR) during this meeting.
RECOMMENDATION:
The action requested is to recommend approval of the 2022 RTP/SCS, the 2023 FTIP, and the
associated Air Quality Conformity document.
FISCAL IMPACT:
Developing the 2022 RTP/SCS is programmed in SJCOG’s Fiscal Year 2022-23 Overall Work
Program (OWP). The Regional Transportation Plan itself is not a budget document but a
comprehensive transportation plan that sets forward policies and identifies eligible transportation
improvements for future SJCOG Board funding actions. If a project is not in SJCOG’s adopted
RTP, it is not eligible for certain state and federal funds.

BACKGROUND:
RTP/SCS Document Summary & Purpose:
The RTP/SCS is a long-range planning document required by every metropolitan planning
organization (MPO) nationwide. The document must comply with the most recent Code of
Federal Regulations, or CFRs. For California, state and federal requirements are brought together
in a single set of guidelines. The current guidance adopted by the California Transportation
Commission (CTC) on Jan. 18, 2017, can be found at:
https://catc.ca.gov/programs/transportation-planning. The guidelines identify legal requirements,
recommended plan elements, and planning practice examples. The latter is designed to aid MPOs
in selecting a level of analysis appropriate to the size and complexity of their individual regions.
While the RTP/SCS is updated every four years, it is long-range in nature (at least 20 years) and
can be amended as necessary between updates. The Draft 2022 RTP/SCS identifies a revenue
forecast and a package of transportation investments that meet regional priorities for mobility
and transportation needs in San Joaquin County through the year 2046. This is a shared vision
for the region as voiced by the public, stakeholder groups, and the SJCOG policy board through
the public outreach process. The total plan funding of nearly $12.7 billion is summarized in the
following table.
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Project Category

2022 Plan (RTP/SCS) (Billions)

Roadway Operations, Maintenance and Safety

$4.638

Transit (Bus and Rail)

$4.732

Roadway Capacity (Mainline, Interchanges,
Regional Roadways)

$2.721

Active Transportation/Community
Enhancements

$0.384

Totals

*Does not include airport revenue projections totaling $120 million.

$12.475*

The 2022 RTP/SCS was released on June 7, with the 55-day review period ending on Aug. 1.
Programmatic Environmental Impact Report Summary and Purpose:
While the RTP/SCS is not subject to the National Environmental Protection Act (NEPA), the
California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) does apply. Because of this SJCOG must prepare
an EIR for the draft plan. The purpose of the EIR
is to provide information to residents and
policymakers on any likely impacts on the
environment because of the construction of the
transportation projects or implementation of the
programs listed in 2022 RTP/SCS.
The EIR is considered programmatic in that it
covers the potential effects of the plan in total
and does not look at the specific impact of each
listed project. Depending on the funding being
used for an individual project, the lead-agency of
the project may be required to comply with either
NEPA if federal fund sources are involved and/or
CEQA. This further project-specific
environmental analysis must be performed by the
agency constructing or sponsoring the project
prior to its final approval. The full draft EIR was
released on June 24. The 45-day review period
ended on Aug. 8, 2022.
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2023 Federal Transportation Improvement Program (FTIP) Purpose and Summary:
The RTP/SCS is the long-range planning document listing all projects and programs expected to
be delivered over the 25-year planning period through 2046. It also identifies all reasonably
expected federal, state, and local funding sources. By contrast, the FTIP is the short-range (fouryear) listing of projects, their detailed schedule for delivery, and their specific funding sources.
The FTIP is updated every two years and lists every transportation project in the region that will
receive federal funding or is subject to other federal action, such as review and approval of
environmental documents. This means that while not all projects are listed, many transit,
highway, local roadway, and bicycle and pedestrian projects are included in the FTIP. All
projects in the FTIP must be consistent with their listing in the RTP. The draft 2023 FTIP was
released on July 1, 2022. The 30-day period ended on Aug. 1, 2022.
Air Quality Conformity Document:
Of all the documents and programs for which SJCOG
is responsible, the air quality conformity document
and process by which SJCOG demonstrates
compliance with the Clean Air Act may be the most
technical. The document outlines regulations
concerning air quality and how those regulations
affect SJCOG’s ability to deliver transportation
projects. The Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) provides a helpful synopsis of Clean Air Act
requirements entitled “The Plain English Guide to the
Clean Air Act.” The full document can be viewed by
following this link: https://www.epa.gov/clean-airact-overview/plain-english-guide-clean-air-act
Information beginning on page 8 of “The Plain
English Guide to the Clean Air Act” includes
transportation-related requirements. The following
excerpt is from Page 10:
“Congress required ‘conformity’ in the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990. In other words,
transportation projects such as construction of highways and transit rail lines cannot be
federally funded or approved unless they are consistent with state air quality goals. In addition,
transportation projects must not cause or contribute to new violations of the air quality
standards, worsen existing violations, or delay attainment of air quality standards.”
Additionally, it should be noted that SJCOG is part of the shared San Joaquin Valley air basin,
along with the seven other San Joaquin Valley MPOs. The ability to meet air quality standards is
judged across the entire air basin, not just an individual county. Thus, for anyone agency to be in
compliance, all eight of the MPOs must be able to demonstrate they are in compliance with the
requirements of the Clean Air Act. SJCOG’s 2022 RTP/SCS conforms with the San Joaquin
Valley Air District (SJVAD) air quality emissions reductions plan and, therefore, complies with
the Federal Clean Air Act. The draft Air Quality Conformity document was released on July 1,
2022. The 30-day review period ended on Aug. 1, 2022.
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NEXT STEPS:
If approved by the SJCOG Board, the final 2022 RTP/SCS, the 2023 FTIP, and the Air Quality
Conformity Analysis will be posted to the SJCOG website and submitted to state and federal
agencies for review and approval. The approval process typically takes several months.
ATTACHMENTS:
Comment Letters and Draft Response to Comments

Prepared by: Tim Kohaya, Senior Regional Planner
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No. Organization
Agencies
A-1 Caltrans Division of Aeronautics
A-2 Delta Stewardship Council
A-3 RTD
A-4
A-5

City of Stockton
Caltrans District 10

A-6

City of Tracy Engineering

A-7
A-8

City of Tracy Transit
San Joaquin Regional Rail
Commission

Commenter Name & Title

Date

Jeffrey L. Spencer, Aviation Planning
Jeff Henderson, Deputy Executive Director
Kenneth Baxter, Government Affairs Director,
et al
Tristan Osborne, Senior Planner, et al
Tom Dumas, Chief, Office of Metropolitan
Planning
Anju Pillai, Senior Civil Engineer, Engineering
Division
Ed Lovell, Transit Manager
Dan Leavitt, Manager of Regional Initiatives

6-30-22
7-21-22
8-1-22
8-1-22
8-1-22
8-1-22
8-1-22
8-1-22

Letter A-1
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Timothy Kohaya
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Spencer, Jeffrey L@DOT <Jeffrey.Spencer@dot.ca.gov>
Thursday, June 30, 2022 11:20 AM
Timothy Kohaya
Friedman, Matthew L@DOT; Sefranek, Gabrielle@DOT; Jimon, Mayra@DOT; Young, Jelani@DOT;
Valencia, Gilbert@DOT
RTP Comments

External Email:
Hello Mr. Kohaya:
I have reviewed the draft San Joaquin RTP 2022 and submit the following comments.
Chapter 1, The section that discusses the air travel system is narrow, focusing only on the
Amazon services. There is a high value of agricultural products that had been shipped from
the Stockton Airport as part of goods movement. Is this still true? Also there is no mention of
commuter services to the Bay area, or the potential of Advanced Air Mobility (AAM) services
for the future.
Chapter 3, Strategies 14 – 16 include electrification of transportation, but does not include
aviation systems. Wayside equipment and the future of aviation is reliant on
electricity. There is also the opportunity for Sustainable Aviation Fuel (SAF) uses as adopted
by larger commercial aviation in California in order to meet air quality goals.
Chapter 6, while the ongoing airport operations are highlighted, there is no mention of future
economic opportunity with the aviation system. Disruptive technologies and electricpowered operations are on the cusp of initiating service. Stockton is poised to leverage
regional air travel using AAM. Amazon delivery is already beginning its drone delivery
operations in California. Coupled with providing SAF, there is much opportunity to be
realized in the future of aviation.
Chapter 7, this chapter is focused solely on the surface transportation system and is
completely absent of all the advancements in the aviation system.
Chapter 8, while housing is focused on state mandates and the housing shortage, special
care must be included to prevent encroachment on airports, sustain healthy communities
with a focus on equity when siting future development, and preserve the viability of the
aviation system as an economic engine for the region.
The Stockton region, due to its proximity to Sacramento and the Bay area, goods movement
corridors and valley agricultural interests, is positioned very well to leverage the total
transportation system. Overall, the region would be remiss in omitting these important factors
brought forth in my comments.
Thank you for the opportunity to comment.
1
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Jeffrey L. Spencer
Aviation Planning
Division of Aeronautics
(916) 879‐6596 WFH Cell

2
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Letter A-1 Response: Caltrans Division of Aeronautics
Response A-1.1: Comments are included in Letter A-5 Caltrans District 10.
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Letter A-2

715 P Street, 15-300
Sacramento, CA 95814

916.445.5511
DELTACOUNCIL.CA.GOV

CHAIR

Virginia Madueño

August 1, 2022

MEMBERS

Frank C. Damrell, Jr.
Christy Smith
Maria Mehranian

San Joaquin County Council of Governments

Don Nottoli

Attn: Kim Anderson, Deputy Director

Julie Lee

555 East Weber Avenue
Stockton, CA 95202

Daniel Zingale

EXECUTIVE OFFICER

Jessica R. Pearson

Delivered via [email]:anderson@sjcog.org

RE: Comments on Draft 2022 Regional Transportation Plan/Sustainable
Communities Strategy and Draft Environmental Impact Report SCH#
2020120482
Dear Kim Anderson:
Thank you for the opportunity to review and comment on the San Joaquin County
Council of Governments (SJCOG) Draft 2022 Regional Transportation
Plan/Sustainable Communities Strategy Project (2022 Draft RTP/SCS) and the
associated Draft Environmental Impact Report (Draft EIR). The Delta Stewardship
Council (Council) recognizes SJCOG’s objective to prepare a regional transportation
plan that links land use, air quality, and transportation needs to meet federal and
state air quality standards. SJCOG’s 2022 RTP/SCS provides a long-range plan for
transportation in San Joaquin County and the cities of Stockton, Lodi, Manteca,
Tracy, Ripon, Escalon, and Lathrop.
The Council is an independent state agency established by the Sacramento-San
Joaquin Delta Reform Act of 2009 (Delta Reform Act), which is codified in Division 35
of the California Water Code, sections 85000-85350. The Delta Reform Act charges

San Joaquin County Council of Governments
Draft 2022 Regional Transportation Plan and Sustainable Communities Strategy
July 21, 2022
Page 2
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the Council with furthering California’s coequal goals of providing a more reliable
water supply for California and protecting, restoring, and enhancing the
Sacramento-San Joaquin River Delta (Delta) ecosystem, to be achieved in a manner
that protects and enhances the unique cultural, recreational, natural resource, and
agricultural values of the Delta as an evolving place. (Cal. Water Code § 85054.)
Pursuant to the Delta Reform Act, the Council has adopted the Delta Plan, a legally
enforceable management framework for achieving the coequal goals. (Cal. Water
Code § 85001(c).)
The Delta Reform Act also requires the Council to review and provide advice and
input to local and regional planning agencies regarding the consistency of local and
regional planning documents, including sustainable communities strategies and
alternative planning strategies. The Council’s input shall include, but not be limited
to, reviewing the consistency of local and regional planning documents with the
ecosystem restoration needs of the Delta and reviewing whether the lands set
aside for natural resource protection are sufficient to meet the Delta’s ecosystem
needs (Cal. Water Code § 85212.). This letter constitutes the Council’s review and
advice on the Draft 2022 RTP/SCS pursuant to Water Code section 85212, as well as
the Council’s comments on the associated Draft EIR.
Delta Reform Act Requirements for Regional Transportation Plans and
Sustainable Communities Strategies
The Delta Reform Act requires that metropolitan planning organizations preparing
a regional transportation plan that includes land within the primary or secondary
zones of the Delta consult with the Council early in the planning process. (Cal.
Water Code § 85212.) Council staff and SJCOG staff met on September 6, 2021.
The Delta Reform Act also requires that the metropolitan planning organization
provide a draft SCS and an alternative planning strategy, if any, to the Council, no
later than 60 days prior to adoption of the final regional transportation plan, along
with concurrent notice of the submission in the same manner as an agency filing a
certification of consistency. (Cal, Water Cide § 85212.) SJCOG submitted its Draft
2022 RTP/SCS to the Council on June 24 2022.
If the Council concludes that the draft sustainable communities strategy or
alternative planning strategy is inconsistent with the Delta Plan, the Council is
required to provide written notice of the claimed inconsistency to the metropolitan
planning organization no later than 30 days prior to the adoption of the final
regional transportation plan. If the Council provides timely notice of a claimed

San Joaquin County Council of Governments
Draft 2022 Regional Transportation Plan and Sustainable Communities Strategy
July 21, 2022
Page 3
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inconsistency, the metropolitan planning organization‘s adoption of the final
regional transportation plan shall include a detailed response to the Council’s
notice.
Council Review of and Input on the Draft 2022 RTP/SCS and Draft EIR
This section presents the Council’s review of and input on the submitted Draft 2022
RTP/SCS pursuant to Water Code section 85212. It also presents the Council’s
comments on the Draft EIR.
1.
Consistency with Ecosystem Restoration Needs and Sufficiency of Lands Set
Aside
The Biological Resources chapter of the Draft EIR provides discussion and
applicable mitigation regarding potential conflicts with applicable land use plans,
policies, and regulations.
a.

Consistency with Restoration Needs

The Delta Plan designates six priority habitat restoration areas (PHRAs) that have
the greatest potential for large-scale habitat restoration (Delta Plan, Chapter 4, p.
136-138). Delta Plan Policy ER P3 (Cal. Code Regs., tit. 23, § 5007) states that
significant adverse impacts to the opportunity to restore habitat must be avoided
or mitigated in these areas (depicted in Appendix 5:
http://deltacouncil.ca.gov/sites/default/files/2015/09/Appendix%205.pdf). Two
PHRAs are located partially within the 2022 RTP/SCS planning area: (1)
Consumnes/Mokelumne Confluence and (2) Lower San Joaquin River Floodplain.
The consistency of the RTP/SCS with the ecosystem restoration needs of the Delta is
based on its potential to impact the opportunity to restore habitat in these PHRAs.
In its January 27, 2021 comments on the NOP, the Council requested that SJCOG’s
EIR for the project analyze whether the RTP/SCS would induce growth in these
PHRAs. Such discussion was not provided in the growth-inducing impacts section of
the Draft EIR. Nevertheless, the Draft EIR Biological Resources analysis in Section
4.3 identifies that growth projected within the 2022 RTP/SCS is concentrated
primarily on development within existing urbanized areas. Therefore, the 2022
RTP/SCS would not accommodate urban growth in either of these PHRAs.
Council staff have reviewed the proposed land uses in the Draft 2022 RTP/SCS
within and adjacent to the Delta, and has not identified any conflict between
proposed uses and PHRAs depicted in Delta Plan Policy ER P3.
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Sufficiency of Lands Set Aside

The Draft 2022 RTP/SCS does not specifically address setting aside lands for natural
resource protection. The Draft EIR, Section 2.3.4 Sustainable Communities Strategy
identifies that it is a prerogative of lead agencies to adopt land use plans and
implement projects (i.e., city and county agencies, transit providers). However,
SJCOG does incentivize natural resource protection by encouraging new growth to
occur in existing population centers and by maximizing the efficiency of the existing
transportation network. The Council appreciates that the Draft 2022 RTP/SCS
Performance Metrics (compared to 2018 RTP/SCS) aim to achieve this by
accommodating 5,196 acres less area of land developed, 3,735 less acres of Prime
Farmland developed, a residential net density of 9.9, a 42% share of multi-family
housing, 50 gal/day less water used per household, and 8 MBTU less energy used
from new growth. The Draft EIR assesses whether the RTP transportation projects
and SCS land use pattern and strategies could conflict with any applicable land use
plan, policy or regulation adopted for the purpose of avoiding or mitigating an
environmental effect. This review focused on the process used by SJCOG to develop
regional growth projections, the transportation network and programs, housing
needs estimates, and the SCS land use strategies. The Draft 2022 RTP/SCS
incentivizes natural resource protection by encouraging infill, mixed use, and
transit-oriented development within existing urbanized areas.
Senate Bill 375 (Chapter 728, Statutes of 2008) provides California Environmental
Quality Act (CEQA) streamlining benefits for certain projects that are consistent with
the RTP/SCS land use and transportation pattern. The Draft 2022 RTP/SCS and
associated Draft EIR aims to facilitate these CEQA streamlining benefits for
qualifying residential, mixed-use, and transit priority projects that are consistent
with the general use designation, density, building intensity and applicable policies
specified in the SCS. The Draft 2022 RTP/SCS Executive Summary Highlighted
Projects map illustrates the location of these areas. Based on the mapped
locations, the 2022 RTP/SCS would not afford CEQA streamlining benefits to
projects outside of existing city boundaries, within the Delta, or within any PHRA.
Based on the locations of the high-frequency transit areas, the Draft 2022 RTP/SCS
is not likely to incentivize development in areas within the Delta which are
necessary to meet the Delta’s ecosystem needs.
Finding: Based on review of the Draft 2022 RTP/SCS and the Draft EIR, in
compliance with the Water Code section 85212, the Council has not identified that
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lands set aside for conservation and restoration in the Draft 2022 RTP/SCS are
inconsistent with the ecosystem restoration needs of the Delta.
2.

Consistency with the Delta Plan

The Delta Reform Act requires the Council to review and provide timely advice to
planning agencies regarding the consistency of local and regional planning
documents, including sustainable communities strategies and alternative planning
strategies, with the Delta Plan (Wat. Code § 85212).
a.

Land Use Pattern

Delta Plan Policy DP P1 (Cal. Code Regs., tit. 23, § 5010) places certain limits on new
urban development within the Delta. New residential, commercial, and industrial
development must be limited to areas that city or county general plans designate
for such development as of the date of the Delta Plan’s adoption (May 16, 2013).
This policy is intended to strengthen existing Delta communities while protecting
farmland and open space, providing land for ecosystem restoration needs, and
reducing flood risk.
A state or local agency that proposes to carry out, approve, or fund an action that
occurs in whole or in part in the Delta (a “covered action”) is required to prepare a
written Certification of Consistency with detailed findings as to whether the covered
action is consistent with the Delta Plan and submit that certification to the Council
prior to implementation of the project. (Cal. Water Code § 85225.) The Delta Reform
Act exempts from this requirement actions within the Secondary Zone of the Delta
that a metropolitan planning organization determines are consistent with its
sustainable community strategy (or alternative planning strategy) and that the
California Air Resources Board has determined would achieve regional greenhouse
gas emission reduction targets. (Cal. Water Code § 85057.5(b)(4).) SJCOG is the
metropolitan planning organization for the San Joaquin County region, which
contains portions of the Secondary Zone of the Delta. Thus, Water Code section
85057.5(b)(4) provides SJCOG with a significant role in shaping the State’s Delta
policy.
As previously stated, the 2022 RTP/SCS Performance Metrics (compared to 2018
RTP/SCS) would encourage infill, mixed use, and transit-oriented development
within existing urban areas and aims to achieve this by accommodating a 9.9%
increase in residential net density, and 42% share of multi-family housing. The 2022
RTP/SCS land use scenario would accommodate development within existing
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communities, would not divide existing communities, would locate people closer to
available employment, and would locate services within established communities.
New transportation projects and new development envisioned within the land use
scenario would occur along existing transportation corridors in urbanized areas.
The Draft EIR includes a list of planned and programmed projects including local
and regional capital improvements that have been anticipated or accounted for in
local general plans which are summarized in Section 2.2, Project Description, Table
2-1: 2022 Planned and Programmed Projects . Therefore, the planned and
programmed projects are not inconsistent with DP P1 because they fit within the
exemption for planned development depicted in general plans set forth in DP P1.
As such, the Draft 2022 RTP/SCS land use pattern would not promote development
within the Secondary Zone of the Delta that is inconsistent with Delta Plan Policy DP
P1.
Finding: Based on the review of the Draft 2022 RTP/SCS and associated Draft EIR, in
compliance with Water Code section 85212, the Council has not identified any
inconsistency of the Draft 2022 RTP/SCS with Delta Plan policy DP P1.
b.

Transportation Investment

The recommended transportation projects in the Draft 2022 RTP/SCS (Chapter 4)
include a variety of investments in urban areas located within the Legal Delta.
These transportation projects would advance Delta Plan recommendation DP R5,
which states that “The California Department of Transportation, local agencies, and
utilities should plan infrastructure, such as roads and highways, to meet needs of
development consistent with sustainable community strategies, local plans, the
Delta Protection Commission’s Land Use and Resource Management Plan for the
Primary Zone of the Delta, and the Delta Plan.’’ A number of planned transportation
investments in the 2022 RTP/SCS would improve the capacity and safety of roads
and highways in the Delta. The 2022 RTP/SCS includes multiple projects within the
Delta, such as new and improved existing bicycle and pedestrian routes,
construction and reconstruction of interchanges, widening and realignment of
roadway lanes, reconstruction of the Delta-Mendota Canal and California Aqueduct
bridges from I-205 to I-580 , and intersection signalization described in the Draft
EIR Section 4.1 Visual Resources.
Finding: Based on review of the Draft 2022 RTP/SCS and associated Draft EIR, in
compliance with Water Code section 85212, the Council has not identified any
inconsistency of the recommended transportation projects identified in the 2022
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RTP/SCS with Delta Plan policies and recommendations concerning transportation
in the Delta.
Closing Comments
Pursuant to Water Code section 85212, the Council has reviewed and provided
advice and input on the Draft PEIR 2022 RTP/SCS as outlined in the letter. The
Council has not identified any inconsistency with the Delta Plan. The Council
considered and approved the findings in this comment letter at its monthly meeting
on July 28, 2022.
The Council invites you to continue to engage Council staff following the adoption
of the 2022 RTP/SCS to coordinate implementation and subsequent updates.
Please contact Pat Kelly at patricia.kelly@deltacouncil.ca.gov or (916-445-5511) with
any additional questions.
Sincerely,

Jeff Henderson, AICP
Deputy Executive Officer
Delta Stewardship Council
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Letter A-2 Response: Delta Stewardship Council (DSC)
SJCOG acknowledges the comments provided by the Delta Stewardship Council finding the 2022
RTP/SCS consistent with the Delta Plan. SJCOG appreciates the collaboration with DSC staff over the
course of preparing the 2022 RTP/SCS and the opportunity to present to the Council on July 28, 2022.
SJCOG staff looks forward to continued engagement with DSC staff on a regular basis to coordinate
RTP/SCS implementation efforts.
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Letter A-3

Timothy Kohaya
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Kenneth Baxter <kbaxter@sjrtd.com>
Friday, July 29, 2022 12:23 PM
Timothy Kohaya
Kim Anderson; Ryan Niblock; RTP
RTD's comments for the Draft 2022 RTP/SCS, Draft 2022 PEIR, and Draft 2023 FTIP
RTD's comments_RTP_EIR_FTIP_July 29, 2022.zip

External Email:
Hi Timothy – RTD’s comments on the Draft 2022 RTP/SCS, Draft 2022 PEIR, and the Draft 2023 FTIP are in the attached
zip file. The attachment includes sets of pdf pages for each of the three draft documents. Also, there is a two page excel
spreadsheet that includes RTD’s revised project listing for the RTP, PEIR, and FTIP. The project listing is also in each of
the pdf sets for the RTP, PEIR and FTIP. Please know the revised project listing includes yellow highlights for changes and
there are strikethroughs for items that need to be deleted (includes a few projects). There are also electronic copies of
new transit system maps to replace the old ones and a new map for the commuter buses.
Please call me if you have any questions and/or need clarification.
Thank you,
Ken Baxter
Government Affairs Director
San Joaquin Regional Transit District
(209) 747-3198
kbaxter@sanjoaquinrtd.com
www.sanjoaquinrtd.com
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Letter A-3 Response: San Joaquin Regional Transit District
Response A-3.1: SJCOG staff developed the strategies through a robust public participation effort and
vetted the strategies with SJCOG’s Board of Directors. Thus, SJCOG staff is hesitant to add additional
strategies. There is Strategy No. 5 “Optimize the public transportation system to provide efficient and
convenient access for users of all income levels” which has the same purpose as the proposed strategy.
SJCOG could revise this strategy for the next RTP/SCS update so that disadvantaged communities are
prioritized for improvements in the public transportation system.
Response A-3.2: Requested changes were made in RTP/SCS chapters 4, 5, and 7. Requested changes
were also made in Appendix L – Modal Discussion.
Response A-3.3. Requested changes will be made.
Response A-3.4: There were requested changes for the Public Participation Plan (PPP). This document
was approved by the SJCOG Board of Directors in 2016 and cannot be amended without the approval of
the Board. However, SJCOG will be revising the PPP during 2022-2023 and will consider these proposed
changes for the revised plan. These requested changes have been forwarded to the project manager for
the PPP update project.
Response A-3.5: Requested changes made in Public Transportation Agency Safety Plan (PTASP) Targets
table.

Letter A-4
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Stockton 2022-RTP-SCS Draft Comments

RTP/SCS Comments – by Department
Planning Division
1. Page 3-10- while many of the projects include street widening and intersection improvements,
the policies seem geared towards lessening dependence on auto and improving multi-mobility.
While many of the street projects are needed, it is not clear how they implement infill
development or support goods movement if the improvements are not located near our transit
corridors.
2. Page 4-7- is there a table that shows the correlation of funding type with projects proposed?
That may help to establish why some projects were selected (street widening/improvements)
versus other needs (multimodal, green infrastructure, etc.).
3. Chapter 5- it is still not clear how the RTP/SCS will increase multi-mobility as there are a lot of
street improvement projects that support auto, and while some of the rail projects will lessen
the wait time for non-passenger rail (i.e., diamond project) but does not show correlation to
how lessened times will result in large uptick in ridership. Maybe this is not the case for
Stockton, but the document does not clarify what areas will receive an increase in ridership. This
includes equity issues where communities need increased access to parks, trails, and buses. The
plans do not indicate how those communities’ issues are being solved by the doc.
4. Chapter 5- are the jobs created construction-related or permanent through expansion of
services? Do we anticipate those jobs will include housing and/or population increase in the
area?
5. Page 6-10- it says highway improvements should be made to support the Port of Stockton. If
that is true, the project list does not indicate the adjacent areas that require improvements to
facilitate truck movement to and from the Port.
6. Page 6-15- talks about how projects can be catalytic generators, but why are most of the
proposed projects proposed in new growth areas that would require developers to construct
those street improvements. Is this catalytic to keep those projects moving forward? Stockton
has a lot of disadvantaged areas that could use infrastructure and mobility improvements in,
and around, the downtown and south Stockton area. The plan shows many bike improvement
lanes, but what about bus or other? Those areas with bike lanes may be in heat islands and we
could be encouraging bike use in heat islands for disadvantaged areas.
7. Chapter 7- self-driving cars are cool but way too early to put eggs in that basket. I would rather
see trip monitoring efforts for cars, trains, and bus routes to better understand ridership
patterns for making improvements. The plan says it wants to lessen the dependence on
jobs/residents from the bay area, but then where are people supposed to be coming from and
to in the region? Does the plan anticipate more movement between cities in the region and if
so, how does the plan support multi-modal access for that movement via bus, train, carpooling,
or other?
8. Chapter 8- the plan seems to acknowledge we need housing diversity but seems to state more
SFR homes are needed which also shows the region produces a higher percentage of those
homes compared to the state average.
9. Page 8-12- does the image indicate Stockton will have a 6th cycle RHNA # over 20k? This number
appears to be outdated versus what was most recently provided by SJCOG. It would be
interesting to see a graphic that depicts the average growth rates of each RHNA city against the
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Stockton 2022-RTP-SCS Draft Comments

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

projected growth rate of the RHNA allocation. While the document correctly indicates housing
production has not kept up with population increase, the anticipated growth for the region
shown correlates to the average population increase of each city.
Page 8-13- What about a funding program for ADUs?
Page 8-13- What about hiring a consultant to provide jurisdictions with sample ordinances in
order to comply with state housing laws?
Page 8-13- What about targeted studies to address gaps in infrastructure?
Page 9-9- as with my other comment on projects relating to equity, staff supports and would like
to be part of the social equity planning study.
Executive Summary Projects- how are those projects being coordinated with the City, especially
for one of the projects that may be responsible for frontage improvements? 8-mile is an
example of widening and the interchange projects are related to delta cove and sanctuary.

A-4.10
A-4.11
A-4.12
A-4.13
A-4.14

Economic Development
15. Chapter 6 Economic Vitality
a. Last sentence about
b. Page 6-3 “San Joaquin County’s economic recovery substantially lagged compared to
other parts of California…”
c. Page 6-5 “in its first 20 years.”
d. Page 6-10 “This $140 million dollar project…”
e. Page 6-11 Minor Avenue Complete Streets Project should also speak to encouraging
development and investment along the corridor for potential job growth in the area.
f. Page 6-12 add airport passenger trends? Numbers for high-volume years to show
economic impact?
i. Keep consistent – airport vs Airport
g. Page 6-13 “Altamont Commuter Express (ACE) and the Amtrak San Joaquins trains pass
through on the way to the Bay Area and Sacramento.”
i. “at grade” should be hyphenated
h. Page 6-16 “This final list of projects and strategic financial investments total more than
300 discrete expenditures and $12.million respectively.”
i. Modeling

A-4.15

Public Works Department
16. Executive summary, map of Stockton projects, add the following projects:
a. Railroad Grade Separations
i. Airport Way at BNSF – Construct 4 lane Grade separation
ii. Dr MLK Boulevard Grade Separation modification and ADA compliance –
Remove/Reconstruct existing Railroad Grade Separations
iii. Hazelton Ave at UPRR – Construct 4 lane grade separation
b. Active Transportation
i. Union Street Greenbelt - Construct Greenbelt including Class 1 Bike and Ped
Path adjacent to Union street from Scotts Ave. to Weber Ave
17. Executive Summary, map of Stockton projects, modify Project descriptions as follows:

A-4.16

A-4.17
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Stockton 2022-RTP-SCS Draft Comments
a. Active Transportation, Main Street change limits from California Street to SR-99. Also,
Include Market Street from California to Main Street.
18. Reference to Lane expansion will need to be checked with current general plan. Some may not
have precise plans therefore will require studies

A-4.18
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Letter A-4 Response: City of Stockton
Response A-4.1: Comment noted. While many of these projects include multi-modal features and are
near existing commercial or transit corridors, not all are aimed at directly furthering infill. Some may be
geared to other city and regional priorities such as safety or efficient use of the existing transportation
system. The plan allocates a higher percentage of funding to the transit and bicycle/pedestrian funding
categories than in the 2018 plan and seeks to implement policy goals through on-going and planned
future planning studies designed to leverage future funding opportunities for infill housing, climate
resilience, active transportation, and transit innovations. SJCOG staff will continue to work with City of
Stockton planning, economic development, and public works departments to implement projects
consistent with city, regional, and state goals and funding streams.
Response A-4:2: Please refer to Appendices F (Plan Project List) and G (Revenue Assumptions). Appendix
F shows projects by project type and Appendix G shows total funding levels by revenue source.
Additionally, Chapter 5 delves further into the funding sources and project types within those funding
sources. There is no table that shows the specific correlation of funding type with projects proposed.
This level of detail is not available for all projects listed in the RTP/SCS as this high-level, long-range plan
only shows that sufficient revenue is projected to be available for the projects listed. Specific funding
decisions for specific projects is made later as projects become “shovel-ready.” The Federal
Transportation Improvement Program (FTIP) contains the listing of near-term projects and their
associated funding sources.
Response A-4.3: Comment noted. See response A-4.1. Since most bus transit traverses both inter-city
and intra-city roadways, some multi-modal road projects will also benefit transit and bicycle/pedestrian
travel. SJCOG is also currently implementing the Sustainable Transportation Equity Program (STEP) to
create multi-modal transit options weaving together rail, bus, EV car-share, and EV pedal-assist bikeshare options in disadvantaged communities.
Response A-4.4: These jobs are constructed-related and thus are temporary, like other construction
jobs. However, the construction of the RTP projects will provide more stability in a traditionally volatile
sector. The growth of the construction sector has been factored in the employment and housing
forecasts for the RTP/SCS. See Appendix R (Economic and Employment Impacts Report) for a fulldiscussion of not only the direct construction-related jobs, but also the indirect and induced job growth.
This report also discusses the potential long-term impacts of implementation of the RTP/SCS projects.
These impacts include increases in household disposable income as travel costs decline, enhanced
employment opportunities with increased accessibility to jobs, and reduced greenhouse gases and other
pollutants’ impact on health outcomes. Enhanced regional competitiveness may also result as a wellfunctioning transportation system allows business to benefit from agglomeration economies, including
rapid access to knowledge, suppliers, and customers.
Response A-4.5: Comment noted. SJCOG continues to work closely with the Port of Stockton to identify
future improvements needed to support continued and expanding port operations. Of note is SJCOG’s
exploration of and support for funding through the upcoming California State Transportation Agency
(CalSTA) Port and Freight Infrastructure Program. SJCOG is also completing a countywide truck study, as
well as a study focusing on the Roth Road corridor – an area important to a potential inland port related
project.
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Response A-4.6: Comment noted. See Responses A-4.1 and A-4.4. In addition, SJCOG has completed
several studies to address the identified issues: South Stockton SCS Implementation Study and
Community Needs Assessment, and the Regional Resiliency Implementation Plan and Adaptation
Guidance: https://www.sjcog.org/466/Regional-Planning-Studies. SJCOG continues to work with San
Joaquin County transit providers to identify route and service improvements, as well as funding
opportunities.
Response A-4.7: Comment noted. SJCOG acknowledges that autonomous vehicles are but one potential
future transportation option that will require changes in roadway infrastructure. Studies completed are
designed to assess the types of infrastructure support that may be needed for likely future technological
advances. Several of these studies and future funding opportunities are noted in the chapter. SJCOG also
operates the highly successful travel-demand program knows as dibs. More information can be found
here: https://dibsmyway.com/. The program includes both vanpool and carpool programs.
Response A-4.8: The plan will result in 52% of the new residential housing units to be multifamily versus
41% for the 2018 plan. This is a 27% increase. Additionally, much of the single-family homes envisioned
are homes on smaller lots with increased density.
Response A-4.9: The graphic has been corrected to reflect the most recent RHNA numbers.
Response A-4.10: ADUs are another source for affordable housing. Current efforts in this area include an
ADU toolkit through the valley wide Regional Early Action Program (REAP). These resources are available
here: https://sjvcogs.org/reap/adus/. SJCOG is not aware of specific funding programs for ADUs, but the
comment is noted as SJCOG’s regional housing work continues.
Response A-4.11: This could be part of the assistance SJCOG could give to its member agencies through
the REAP grant to encourage more housing development. Please also see Response A-4.10 as an
example.
Response A-4:12: Comment noted. See also Response A-4.6.
Response A-4:13: Thank you for your interest in being part of the social equity planning study. SJCOG
staff notes this and will be in touch when the study kicks off later this fall.
Response A-4:14: Comment noted. SJCOG will continue to coordinate with City of Stockton public works
and planning on any changes needed to the project list.
Response A-4.15: In the Economic Vitality Chapter (Chapter 6), all the suggested corrections from
Economic Development have been made.
Response A-4.16: Because the railroad grade separations would be considered regionally significant
projects, they will be added into the RTP via the first available RTP amendment. The active
transportation projects noted in the comment is being added to the project list, as requested.
Response A-4.17: This change will be made, as requested.
Response A-4.18: Comment noted.

Letter A-5
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OFFICE OF THE DISTRICT 10 DIRECTOR
P.O. BOX 2048 | STOCKTON, CA 95201
(209) 948-7943 | FAX (209) 948-7179 TTY 711
www.dot.ca.gov

August 1, 2022
Ms. Diane Nguyen
Executive Director
San Joaquin Council of Governments
555 East Weber Avenue
Stockton, CA 95202
Dear Ms. Nguyen:
The California Department of Transportation (Department) would like to commend
San Joaquin Council of Governments (SJCOG) for providing a robust discussion of the
region with a clear direction towards a sustainable future. Along with utilizing a robust
public participation process that seeks input from underserved communities. The
Department appreciates the opportunity to review and comment on the 2022 RTP/SCS
and has the following comments:
Chapter 1:
•
5.1

The section that discusses the air travel system is narrow, focusing only on the
Amazon services. There is a high value of agricultural products that had been
mention of commuter services to the Bay area, or the potential of Advanced Air
Mobility (AAM) services for the future. The Department recommends including
this information into the 2022 RTP/SCS.

Chapter 3:
•
5.2

•
5.3

Strategies 14 – 16 include electrification of transportation but does not include
aviation systems. Wayside equipment and the future of aviation is reliant on
electricity. There is also the opportunity for Sustainable Aviation Fuel (SAF) uses as
adopted by larger commercial aviation in California in order to meet air quality
goals.
The Department recommends including information regarding The Climate
Action Plan for Transportation Infrastructure (CAPTI) into the 2022 RTP/SCS. CAPTI
was adopted in July 2021 and builds on executive orders (EO) signed by the
Governor. One such EO was N-7-20 which moves the transportation sector
toward a zero-emission future by requiring all new cars sold in the state to be
zero-emission by 2035 and all commercial trucks sold to be zero emission by
“Provide a safe and reliable transportation network that serves all people and respects the environment”

Ms. Diane Nguyen, Executive Director
August 1, 2022
Page 2

•

5.4
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2045. While alternative fuels are mentioned, electric vehicle charging access is
not.
The California Transportation Plan 2050 (CTP 2050) is a policy framework that
provides a common vision for the future of our transportation system. The CTP
2050 is a roadmap for making effective, equitable, transparent, and
transformational transportation decisions in California. The CTP 2050 is a product
of an open and collaborative approach with the State’s transportation partners
and stakeholders, and is the result of an extensive, multi-faceted public
engagement process that responds to federal and state laws and regulations
regarding public engagement. The Department encourages SJCOG to support
the goals and objectives the CTP 2050.

Chapter 4:
•

5.5

The Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act (IIJA) is not mentioned as a funding
source or potential funding source. The Department encourages SJCOG to
apply for grants through the IIJA to help in its RTP goals. The Reconnecting
Communities Pilot Program will restore community connectivity by removing,
retrofitting, or mitigating highways or other transportation facilities that create
barriers to community connectivity, including to mobility, access, or economic
development (i.e. Boggs Tract and Little Manila). In 2021 when the IIJA was
signed there was $1 billion available. There was $8 billion available for
Infrastructure for Rebuilding America (INFRA), $7.5 billion for Rebuilding
American Infrastructure Sustainably and Equitably (RAISE) and $5 billion for the
National Infrastructure Project Assistance. The Department recommends
including this information into the 2022 RTP/SCS.

Chapter 5:
5.6

•
•

5.7

The Department encourages the addition of a disadvantaged communities
map.
There is no mention of Assembly Bill 617 (AB 617) which requires the California Air
Resources Board (CARB) and air districts to develop and implement additional
emissions reporting, monitoring, reduction plans and measures in an effort to
reduce air pollution exposure in disadvantaged communities. 20 of the 30 most
disadvantaged communities in California are in the San Joaquin Valley. Please
expand on how the RTP will assist in the goals of AB 617.

Chapter 6:
5.8

•

The Department commends SJCOG for the robust section on rail assets.

“Provide a safe and reliable transportation network that serves all people and respects the environment”

Ms. Diane Nguyen, Executive Director
August 1, 2022
Page 3
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Chapter 7:
5.9

•
•

5.10

This chapter does not identify any advancements in the aviation system.
Please add more specific information on what fuel alternatives are being
considered. Please also list more options for freight innovations in addition to
freight platooning.

Chapter 8:
•
5.11

While housing is focused on state mandates and the housing shortage, special
care must be included to prevent encroachment on airports, sustain healthy
communities with a focus on equity when siting future development, and
preserve the viability of the aviation system as an economic engine for the
region.

RTP Check List comments pertaining to Appendix B:
5.12
5.13
5.14

•
•
•

(2) It is difficult to determine which strategies are long term and which are short
term. Please clearly identify which strategies are long-term versus short-term.
(4)(j) The Air Quality (AQ) document is not included therefore this requirement
could not be verified. Please submit when possible.
(6) The referenced documents are not included therefore this requirement could
not be verified. Please submit when possible.

Consultation and Cooperation:
•
•
5.15
to
5.18

•
•

(2) Please ensure the inclusion of the referenced documents when possible.
(5) It is unclear how Appendix C meets the requirement. Please check the
reference and ensure it appropriately addresses the requirement.
(6) A specific reference to the Wildlife Action Plan could not be found. Please
ensure it is explicitly referenced in the plan with the specific page where it can
be found.
(11) Detailed discussion, but no specific mention of the Public Transit-Human
Services Plan. Please include details on how the RTP was coordinated with this
plan.

Programming:
5.19

•

The referenced table is a list of projects, however there is no discussion of
regional ITS structure development.

“Provide a safe and reliable transportation network that serves all people and respects the environment”

Ms. Diane Nguyen, Executive Director
August 1, 2022
Page 4

5.20

•
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(3) It is hard to tell which projects in the referenced list are considered
unconstrained. Please clearly delineate which projects are unconstrained
compared to the fiscally constrained projects.

Financial:
5.21
and
5.22

•
•

(4) Please clearly label which projects are regionally significant.
(9) The reference for this requirement is a list of projects. Please ensure specific
financial strategies are identified to ensure this requirement is met.

Overall:
• The Department commends SJCOG on their public outreach efforts for this 2022
5.23
RTP and how each of the statewide goals were clearly addressed and
incorporated into the document.
• The Department would also like to commend SJCOG on the significant increase
in bus transit investments by 32.5% as well as the 20% increase in funding for
5.24
active transportation over the 2018 RTP. Investments in these areas will not only
help reduce VMT and greenhouse gases, it also helps to improve the health of
the citizens who are now able to walk or bike to areas.
If you have any questions, please contact Joshua Swearingen at (209) 986-9792
(email: Joshua.swearingen@dot.ca.gov) or me at (209) 483-2582. We look forward to
continuing to work with you in a cooperative manner.
Sincerely,

TOM DUMAS, Chief
Office of Metropolitan Planning

“Provide a safe and reliable transportation network that serves all people and respects the environment”
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Letter A-5 Response: California Department of Transportation
Response A-5.1: SJCOG acknowledges the previous volume of agricultural products shipped from
Stockton Metropolitan Airport. According to Russel Stark, Stockton Metropolitan Airport Director, there
are no agricultural products currently shipped out of the airport and there are no imminent plans to do
so. There also are no current air commuter services to the Bay Area, only regular passenger services to
Las Vegas and Phoenix. However, SJCOG has added language to Chapter 1 acknowledging the airport’s
previous status as a hub for the shipment of agricultural products and the potential future of advanced
air mobility services. SJCOG staff will continue to monitor these developments during plan
implementation and as part of its on-going duties as the Airport Land Use Commission (ALUC) for San
Joaquin County.
Response A-5:2: The strategies were developed through a robust public outreach process and have been
vetted by the SJCOG Board. Thus, SJCOG staff is hesitant to modify the strategies. Comment has been
noted and SJCOG will look into including aviation with electrification of transportation. In
acknowledging this comment, SJCOG will add the potential for electrification of airport services and
commuter aviation to Chapter 7 (Innovations in Technology).
Response A-5.3: Comment noted. SJCOG staff is addressing the issues covered by the Climate Action
Plan for Transportation Infrastructure (CAPTI) even though the CAPTI is not specifically mentioned in the
RTP/SCS. In Chapter 3, there is discussion on SJCOG’s efforts to address climate change impacts on the
regional transportation system. SJCOG completed the Adaptation and Resiliency Study which identified
risks and vulnerabilities of the region’s transportation system to the impacts of climate change. SJCOG
also completed the Regional Resiliency Implementation Plan and Adaptation Guidance which proposes
specific solutions to the impacts of climate change on the transportation system. In addition, page 3-3
outlines SJCOG’s current implementation of electric car-share and bike-share services, as well as
associated charging infrastructure, as part of the Sustainable Transportation Equity Project (STEP)
project. Page 3-9 also provides further clarification that the Alternative Fuels Vision Plan focuses on both
electric charging and other alternative fuels infrastructure.
Response A-5.4: Comment noted.
Response A-5.5: Added discussion on the Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act and the resulting
programs in Chapter 4. These programs are identified as possible sources for federal funds.
Response A-5.6: There is a map that identifies environmental justice communities on pg. 5-14 of chapter
5.
Response A-5.7: SJCOG has been tracking the AB617 Stockton Community Steering Committee since its
inception in 2020. Several transportation measures in the CARB approved Community Emissions
Reduction Program (CERP) overlap with identified projects in the RTP, specifically the Stockton Mobility
Collective. The Stockton Mobility Collective project will deliver affordable electric carshare and electric
pedal assist bikeshare programs in Stockton, particularly in and around the AB 617 community
boundaries. The Stockton Mobility Collective also includes a workforce development program that may
complement the approved CERP. In recognition of the alignment between CERP measures and
implementation activities, SJCOG and the Air District staff meet regularly to coordinate and exchange
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updates as needed. Additionally, at least one staff person attends the monthly steering committee
meetings. Reference to AB 617 will be added to Chapter 5.
Response A-5.8: Thank you.
Response A-5.9: Comment noted. See response A-5.2.
Response A-5.10: Specific information was added in Chapter 7 on what fuel alternatives are being
considered in the Alternative Fuels Study. Staff has provided additional narrative on freight innovations
in Chapter 7, specifically related to potential inland port projects.
Response A-5:11: Comment noted. SJCOG administers the Airport Land Use Commission (ALUC)
program where SJCOG staff reviews development proposals to ensure the continued operations of
public airports.
Response A-5:12: Strategies are long term while identified actions in the RTP/SCS are short term.
Examples of identified short-term projects are listed under “The Plan in Action” heading on page 3-9 in
Chapter 3. There will be other actions undertaken by SJCOG that will implement the RTP/SCS strategies
that are not identified in the document. These actions will be outlined in an upcoming RTP/SCS
implementation plan to be developed in late 2022/early 2023. SJCOG will coordinate these efforts with
agency partners, including our local Caltrans district office.
Response A-5.13: The draft Air Quality Conformity document was released on July 1, 2022, for a
required 30-day review. It is available on the 2022 RTP/SCS website. The document is anticipated to be
approved with the RTP/SCS on August 25, 2022.
Response A-5.14: Comment noted.
Response A-5.15: Will become available when ready.
Response A-5.16: Comment noted. Appendix C text was removed.
Response A-5.17: Comment noted. The Wildlife Action Plan is referenced in the DEIR. This reference will
be added to the final checklist.
Response A-5.18: Comment noted. Will add reference to the Public Transit-Human Services Plan in
Appendix L.
Response A-5.19: Staff will add a reference to Chapter 7 to the checklist where SJCOG is considering
development of a new ITS Master Plan to help provide guidance with regional ITS structure
development.
Response A-5.20: All of the projects in Appendix F are fiscally constrained. Fiscally unconstrained
projects are listed in Appendix T – Illustrative Project List.
Response A-5.21: In SJCOG’s experience, all highway projects, interchange projects, capacity increasing
arterial projects, and grade separations are considered regionally significant. Other projects may be
considered regionally significant on a case-by-case basis, usually through consultation with Caltrans
project managers, and federal partners. SJCOG staff will work with these partners to help identify
projects considered regionally significant.
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Response A-5.22: Comment noted.
Response A-5.23: Thank you.
Response A-5.24: Thank you.

Letter A-6
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Timothy Kohaya
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Anju Pillai <Anju.Pillai@cityoftracy.org>
Monday, August 1, 2022 5:41 PM
Timothy Kohaya
Kris Balaji; Robert Armijo
2023 RTP - City of Tracy Comments (Updated) - Revised

External Email:
Hi Tim,
Please see below our comments on the 2023 RTP. Please ignore my earlier emails.
We need all interchanges shown with an “x” for RTIF funding as they serve regional traffic
 For I580/Corral Hollow Interchange – Open to traffic year 2025
 For I580/Lammers Interchange – Open to traffic year 2030
 For I 205/MacArthur Interchange – Open to traffic year 2035
 For 1205/Iron Horse Interchange –. Is this interchange currently included in the RTP SJCOG Travel Demand
Model? Please confirm. We recommend updating as I‐205/Iron Horse/Pavilion Parkway Interchange to
accommodate the Interchange planned in City of Tracy’s master plan.
A-6.1
 Include the following additional widening projects:
1. Old Schulte Road : Hansen Road to Lammers Road : Widen from 2 to 4 lanes : Open to Traffic 2028
2. Linne Road : Lammers Road to MacArthur Drive : Construct 2 to 4 lanes and widen from 2 to 4 lanes
: Open to Traffic 2030
3. Lammers Road : Kimball High School to I‐580: Widen 2 to 4 lanes: Open to Traffic 2028.
 Include the following Rail Road Improvements:
1. Lammers Rd North of Linne Rd – Construct new 6‐lane overcrossing
2. MacArthur Dr and Eleventh St – Modify existing overcrossing to incorporate intersection
3. Quiet Zone – Modify at‐grade crossings at Tracy Blvd and Corral Hollow Rd to institute quiet zone
corridor
 The CH widening projects (in the existing RTP) and the proposed Lammers Road widening project (proposed
above) should be considered for RTIF funding.

Thank you,
Anju Pillai, PE., MS Engr.
Senior Civil Engineer| Engineering Division
City of Tracy | 333 Civic Center Plaza
Tracy, CA 95376 | Phone (209) 831 6455

1
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Letter A-6 Response: City of Tracy Engineering
Response A-6.1: Regarding the I-580/Corral Hollow, I-580/Lammers, and I-205/MacArthur interchanges,
the edits are being made as requested.
The I-205/Iron Horse interchange is listed as “Environmental Only,” and as such, is not included in the
travel demand model. Per discussion with Tracy engineering staff, further discussion is needed. This
project can be amended into the RTP following these discussions between SJCOG and City staff.
Regarding new project submissions, these projects will be added to the RTP via the earliest available RTP
amendment.

Letter A-7
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Timothy Kohaya
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Ed Lovell <Ed.Lovell@cityoftracy.org>
Monday, August 1, 2022 11:05 AM
Timothy Kohaya
RTP
2022 Draft RTP/SCS Comment

External Email:
Hi Tim,
One comment I would like to submit:
In Appendix F, under table 6‐5: Bus Transit Improvements, I would like to see added Tracy’s project to build a
Maintenance, Storage and Fueling Facility. The MPO ID is SJ07‐5055 and the CTIP ID is 212‐0000‐0774. Additionally,
some of the descriptions of the projects need to be updated as they are not accurate.
Ed Lovell | Transit Manager
Tracy Transit Station
50 E. 6th Street | Tracy, CA 95376
Office (209) 831.6204 | Fax (209) 836.8955

1

A-7.1
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Letter A-7 Response: City of Tracy Transit
Response A-7.1: This change is being made, as requested.

Chair, Christina Fugazi, City of Stockton
Vice Chair, Leo Zuber, City of Ripon
Commissioner, Ben Cantu, City of Manteca
Commissioner, Mikey Hothi, City of Lodi

Commissioner, Nancy Young,
P.City
85 of Tracy
Commissioner, Melissa Hernandez, Alameda County
Commissioner, Lily Mei, City of Fremont

Executive Director, Stacey Mortensen

Letter A-8
August 1, 2022
Diane Nguyen
Executive Director
San Joaquin Council of Governments
555 El. Weber Ave.
Stockton, CA 95202
RE: SJRRC and SJJPA comments on SJ COG’s Draft 2022 RTP
Dear Diane:
San Joaquin Regional Rail Commission (SJRRC) and San Joaquin Joint Powers
Authority (SJJPA) appreciate the opportunity to provide comments on San Joaquin
Council of Government’s (SJ COG’s) Draft 2022 Regional Transportation
Plan/Sustainable Communities Strategy (RTP). SJRRC and SJJPA greatly appreciate
SJ COG’s support for both the ACE and San Joaquins passenger rail services and our
“Valley Rail” expansion program.
Please see the attached word file which has our comments on your Draft 2022 RTP.
We have included suggested edits and text for your consideration in regards to our
services and expansion program.
We would like to provide you some additional comments on Appendix F of your Draft
2022 RTP, but we are still working on these and we would like to e-mail these to you no
later than August 8 (next Monday). It would be great to meet with you sometime soon
thereafter to discuss our comments.
Sincerely,

Dan Leavitt
Manager or Regional Initiatives
dan@acerail.com
(530) 400-9475

949 East Channel Street

Stockton, CA 95202

(800) 411-RAIL (7245)

www.acerail.com

Letter A-8
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SJRRC/SJJPA Comments on SJ COG 2022 RTP:
ES-10: Appears that improvements needed for San Joaquins expansion (BNSF double-tracking) are not
included. ($1.3 billion for ACE capital and O&M to be revised upon update of the table in Appendix F)

A-8.1

ES-12: Doesn’t include San Joaquins Expanded Service

A-8.2

ES-16: No Lodi Valley Rail Station (ACE and San Joaquins) shown

A-8.3

1-9: States, “Within the planning horizon of the 2022 RTP/SCS, SJRRC plans to expand ACE service in the
Central Valley between the Modesto and Sacramento areas to provide more traveling options for both
in-county and out-of-county commuters.” Should change “Modesto” to “Merced” and add, “and to
connect with HSR Interim Service at a multi-modal hub station in downtown Merced.” Also need to get
text added in regards to San Joaquins expansion and the San Joaquin service. Suggest the following text
for the San Joaquins expansion:

4-3: TIRCP and Cap & Trade Program? Surplus funding from general funds? IIJA Programs (RAISE,
INFRA, Mega)

4-14: The “Altamont Corridor Vision” paragraph is out-of-date and should be replaced with Valley Rail
paragraphs. The text under Altamont Corridor Vision states, “A partnership among the San Joaquin
Regional Rail Commission, Tri-Valley – San Joaquin Valley Regional Rail Authority, and San Joaquin Joint
Powers Authority was formed with the common goal of increasing passenger rail connectivity between
the Bay Area and San Joaquin Valley. Phase 1 of the plan includes adding two new round trips and a
weekend service between the San Joaquin Valley. A new rail alignment between Greenville Road and
the San Joaquin County line will allow for greater passenger capacity and faster trains. SJCOG has
pledged a letter of support for the Altamont Corridor Vision’s Phase 1.”
Valley Rail:
The SJCOG 2022 RTP/SCS includes the SJRRC’s and SJJPA’s “Valley Rail” expansion program and has
submitted letters of support for Valley Rail funding applications. Valley Rail includes the extension of
ACE through Stanislaus, Merced and Sacramento counties. ACE service will terminate at downtown
Merced where it will directly connect with HSR Interim Service at a multi-modal station by 2030. The
three Sacramento-bound ACE trains originating at Merced will offer a transfer at Lathrop for those
traveling to Alameda County or San Jose. Three additional ACE round-trips will run from Merced to the
South Bay (one to San Jose and two to Union City BART) by 2030.

A-8.4

A-8.5

A-8.6
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Valley Rail also includes the expansion of the San Joaquins intercity passenger rail service. SJJPA will be
truncating the San Joaquins to terminate at the downtown multi-modal station in Merced once HSR
Interim Service is initiated by 2030. SJJPA is expecting to implement the necessary improvements along
the BNSF and UP lines to run four additional round trips between Merced and Sacramento and one
additional round trip between Merced and Oakland – for a total of 12 round trips that will connect with
HSR at Merced.
A partnership among the San Joaquin Regional Rail Commission, Tri-Valley – San Joaquin Valley Regional
Rail Authority, and San Joaquin Joint Powers Authority was formed with the common goal of increasing
passenger rail connectivity in the Northern California Megaregion between the Bay Area, Sacramento
and San Joaquin Valley. The Valley Rail and Valley Link expansion programs are fully coordinated and
complementary. ACE and Valley Link will directly connect at the multi-modal North Lathrop Transfer
Station, and the partner agencies are also exploring the possibility for ACE and Valley Link to share
infrastructure between North Lathrop and the Tri-Valley. SJRRC and the Tri-Valley – San Joaquin Valley
Regional Rail Authority have an MOU which identifies SJRRC as the expected operating agency for Valley
Link service.

4-16: States, “The plan includes $1.46 billion toward rail transit operation and corridor improvement.
This includes the operation and enhancement of the ACE passenger rail service that provides the
commuter link between the northern San Joaquin Valley and the Bay Area. The San Joaquin Regional
Rail Commission is planning to extend service to Ceres by 20243 and Merced by 20297. This extension
was infused with dedicated funding by the passage of SB 1 in 2017 and will also add new stations in
Lathrop, Ripon and Manteca in San Joaquin County. This project has passed environmental review and is
in the final phases of the design and engineering process.

A-8.6

The rail commission and the San Joaquin Joint Powers Authority are also looking to provide more rail
transit options between the San Joaquin Valley and Sacramento. The Valley Rail Sacramento Extension
will include both San Joaquins Amtrak and ACE Rail operations on the Union Pacific Sacramento
Subdivision near I-5. The extension will consist of six new stations in Lodi, Elk Grove, City College,
Midtown, North Sacramento, and Natomas, which will feature a shuttle to the Sacramento International
Airport (Figure 4.6).”

6-13: See suggested edits in track-changes below:
“The network includes approximately 200 miles of railroads owned by Union Pacific Railroad (UPRR) and
Burlington Northern Santa Fe (BNSF) in San Joaquin County. Significant rail expansion projects are
further distinguishing the county as a premier location for logistics operations. Senate Bill 1 funding
through the State Rail Assistance (SRA) Program was secured to construct a new track in the northwest
quadrant intersection of the UPRR Fresno Subdivision and BNSF Railway Stockton Subdivision. The
Stockton Wye Project will create a new connection between the BNSF Railroad Stockton and UPRR
Fresno subdivisions. The new track connection will provide a vital freight and passenger rail link in the
northwest quadrant of the Stockton Diamond grade crossing. The Stockton Diamond is an at grade
crossing and is currently the most congested freight at grade crossing in the state. Heavy congestion

A-8.6
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effects both freight and passenger operational performance. Trains pass through it heading up and
down the West Coast and from the Port of Oakland to all points east. It is a major pass-through for much
of the San Joaquin Valley’s rich agricultural harvest and is also an important junction for passenger rail
as both the ACEltamont Commuter Express and the Amtrak San Joaquins pass through on the way to the
Bay Area.
Freight and passenger service were limited through this corridor due to the existing congestion. The
Stockton Diamond project will build a grade crossing so that the north-south tracks would pass over the
east-west tracks. Grade separated double tracking will also improve the efficiency of the ACE and San
Joaquins services and will enable future increases in these services to Sacramento and the Bay Arearail.
The project includes bike, pedestrian and roadway improvements and safety enhancements at several
at-grade local road crossings in the City of Stockton.”

A-8.6

A-8.6

9-4: States, “ACE Sacramento Extension and Related Multimodal Stations: The plan includes project
development work for an ACE Sacramento Extension, but the operations and capital investments are
unfunded. At the time of this plan, the San Joaquin Joint Powers Authority is actively pursuing grant
funding opportunities to address project funding needs.” Suggest replacing with the following text:
Valley Rail Expansion and Related Multimodal Stations: The Valley Rail Program includes project
development work for connecting ACE and San Joaquins services with HSR at a multi-modal hub station
in downtown Merced, but additional capital investments are needed to extend ACE from Ceres to
Merced and to connect the San Joaquins to the multi-modal station in Merced. SJRRC and SJJPA are also
working to expand both services north from Sacramento to serve Yuba, Sutter, and Butte counties, to
extend ACE to Union City to connect with BART, and to implement additional improvements to enable a
higher level of frequency to provide enhanced connectivity to HSR Interim Service. At the time of this
plan, SJRRC and SJJPA are actively pursuing grant funding opportunities to address project funding needs
for the planned Valley Rail Program to be running by the time HSR Interim Service begins operations in
2030.”

Appendix F: SJRRC/SJJPA are still finishing comments on Appendix F. These will be provided to SJ COG
no later than August 8.

A-8.6

A-8.7
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Letter A-8 Response: San Joaquin Regional Rail Commission
Response A-8.1: Comment noted. This project was not included in the RTP project list but will be
included in an amendment to the RTP/SCS. SJCOG staff will work with Rail staff to fine tune project
details for inclusion in an updated Rail project list.
Response A-8:2: Some of the listed projects in Figure ES.4 were not funded. This section was replaced by
featured RTP project in each of the member agencies.
Response A-8.3: See response A-8.1.
Response A-8.4: Corrections made.
Response A-8.5: 4-3: At the time of public outreach for RTP scenario development, details associated
with many of these programs were not certain. SJCOG will amend the RTP to include added detail on
these fund sources, as better information has become available.
Response A-8.6: Requested corrections made in chapters 4, 6 and 9.
Response A-8.7: These projects will be included in an amendment to the RTP/SCS. SJCOG staff will work
with Rail staff to fine tune project details for inclusion in an updated Rail project list.
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DRAFT 2023 FEDERAL TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM (FTIP) RESPONSE TO
COMMENTS

After the release of the draft 2023 FTIP for public review, Caltrans and RTD staff supplied comments. No
verbal or written comments were received at the Public Hearing at SJCOG’s Executive Committee
meeting on July 22, 2022. A number of updates and corrections were made to the document to create
the final draft for consideration of SJCOG Board adoption on August 25th, 2022.

Organization
Caltrans, Division of
Financial Planning
RTD

Name
Abhijit Bagde
Kenneth Baxter

Title
Senior Transportation
Engineer
Government Affairs
Director

Date Received
July 14, 2022
July 29, 2022
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Comments Issued by Caltrans, Division of Financial
Planning
General Comments:
1.

Federal/State Planning and Programming Process:
Please use the attached updated image.

Updates made, as requested

2.

Page 8,9: Operation and Maintenance: Include in
the FTIP’s financial plan an analysis of revenues
dedicated for maintaining and operating the federal‐
aid system, including the basis for calculation for the
SJCOG region. Describe the plan to deal with the
$25.3M shortfall identified for bridges in the region.

A "System Preservation, Operation, and Maintenance
Costs" section was added. The sentence with the $25.3
million was formatted incorrectly and will be corrected
to highlight the money for bridge improvements.

3.

Page 12: Financial Plan: Remove HES and HR3 from
the list.

Updates made, as requested

4.

Include weblink for the CMAQ project selection
process.

Updates made, as requested

Financial Summary:
1.

SHOPP: Update the revenue and programming per
attached latest report.

Updates made, as requested

2.

FTA 5310 Program: Clarify Revenue basis for the 4‐
years of the 2023 FTIP as CTC adopts the project list
for this program each year.

Estimates are based on prior year apportionments. The
plan is updating these numbers through an admin.
amendment in the future.

3.

Highway Bridge Program: Clarify why the revenue
for FY 2022/23 does not include funding for the
Navy Drive Bridge. Please refer to the listing
transmitted on 03/23/2022.

Navy Drive Bridge was programmed as a stand alone
project with funds programmed in prior years.

Performance Measures Template:
1.

2.

On the PM 3 tab, in the Summary of Projects table,
please indicate values (can be zero, or 57, or 59) for
the truck travel time reliability projects row and
keep the note at the bottom of the table.

Updates made, as requested

For the TAM and Transit Safety tabs, in the summary
of projects tables, please format the % columns in
the total FTIP Investments row to indicate 100%.

Updates made, as requested
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Project Listings:
1.

Include RTP information (RTP No. or Page No.) for all
projects.

The table number(s) of 2022 RTP/SCS Project List
(Appendix F) were added to those projects without RTP
no.

2.

Please expand “GPF” to “Grouped Project For” for
all of the affected projects.

Updates made, as requested

3.

CTIPS Id 21200000691: Include project location.

Updates made, as requested

4.

CTIPS Id 21200000717, 21200000718: Clarify
programming for the 4‐years of the 2023 FTIP as
CTC adopts the FTA 5310 project list for this
program each year.

Estimates are based on prior year apportionments. The
plan is updating these numbers through an admin.
amendment in the future.

5.

CTIPS Id 21200000608: Clarify if toll credits are
used. Also, the funding programmed include
funding for the project component in Merced
County.

Toll credits are used. San Joaquin County and Merced
County were split. The current planning amount is for
San Joaquin County. The plan is updating Merced
County via amendment in the future.

6.

CTIPS Id 21200000685: This project can be removed
from the FTIP as the Highway Maintenance Program
has been discontinued.

Updates made, as requested

7.

CTIPS Id 21200000753: Clarify what is meant by
“Capitalized Maintenance”.

Updates made, as requested

8.

CTIPS Id 21200000437: Include project location.

Updates made, as requested

9.

CTIPS Id 21200000773: Expand what are the
“Upgrades”. Also include “At various locations”.

Updates made, as requested

10. CTIPS Id 21200000779, 21200000313: Project title is
not consistent with the approved grouped project
listings. Please see attached guidance.

Updates made, as requested

11. CTIPs Id 21200000001, 21200000757: Clarify if toll
credits are used.

Toll credit are used.

12. CTIPS Id 21200000733, 21200000775: Provide
details for the project scope.

General information allows the flexibility to meet
operational demands; including contracting and bus
procurement, to ensure service is not interrupted.

13. CTIPS Id 21200000630: Provide details for the buses
being acquired such as length of the bus, number of
passengers.

General information allows the flexibility to purchase
buses that fits the operational demands to ensure
service is not interrupted.
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Comments Issued by RTD Staff
General Comments:
1. Federal / State Planning & Programming Process
figure: Update RTP # MPO/RTPA update every 2 to
4/5 years
2.

Update RTP/SCS project list for SJRTD

Updates made, as requested
Updates made, as requested

Project Listings:
1.

CTIPS no. 21200000705: Add award no. CA‐2021‐
001 to the description

Updates made, as requested

2.

CTIPS no. 21200000731: Add award no. CA‐2018‐
130 to the description

Updates made, as requested

3.

CTIPS no. 21200000734: Add award no. CA‐2021‐
001 to the description

Updates made, as requested

4.

CTIPS no. 21200000735: Add award no. CA‐2021‐
001 to the description. Update total to $7,774,710

Updates made, as requested.

5.

CTIPS no. 21200000161: Add award no. CA‐2020‐
048 to the description.

Updates made, as requested

6.

CTIPS no. 21200000474: Add award no. CA‐2021‐
099 to the description.

Updates made, as requested

7.

CTIPS no. 21200000610: Add award no. CA‐2021‐
099 to the description.

Updates made, as requested

8.

CTIPS no. 21200000686: Add award no. CA‐2019‐
163 to the description. Project closed.

Updates made, as requested. Project removed from
CTIPS listing.

9.

CTIPS no. 21200000733: Add award no. CA‐2020‐
048 to the description.

Updates made, as requested

10. CTIPS no. 21200000737: Add award no. CA‐2022‐
093 to the description.

Updates made, as requested

11. CTIPS no. 21200000739: Add award no. CA‐2020‐
154 to the description.

Updates made, as requested

Appendix C ‐ Performance Measures:
1. Update PTASP Targets for RTD
2. Update amount programmed from over $7 to $3.2
million in contributions of RTD into the PTASP‐
related investments into the bus and facilities

Updates made, as requested
Updates made, as requested
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Caltrans Comments
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Travis Yokoyama
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Bagde, Abhijit J@DOT <abhijit.bagde@dot.ca.gov>
Thursday, July 14, 2022 12:08 PM
Ryan Niblock
Dayak, Silvia@DOT; Travis Yokoyama
Review comments on SJCOG's Draft 2023 FTIP

External Email:
Hello Ryan,
Thank you very much for providing us an opportunity to review the SJCOG's Draft 2023
FTIP. My compliments to you and staff for preparing an excellent document.
Please include response to the comments below when submitting the final 2023 FTIP to
Caltrans.
Once adopted by the Board you may approve the 2023 FTIP in the DFTIP Module of
CTIPS. Upon federal approval of the 2023 FSTIP we will transfer the 2023 FTIP to the regular
CTIPS Module.
Let me know of any questions.
General Comments:
1. Federal/State Planning and Programming Process: Please use the attached updated
image.

2. Page 8,9: Operation and Maintenance: Include in the FTIP’s financial plan an analysis
of revenues dedicated for maintaining and operating the federal-aid system,
including the basis for calculation for the SJCOG region. Describe the plan to deal with
the $25.3M shortfall identified for bridges in the region.
3. Page 12: Financial Plan: Remove HES and HR3 from the list.
4. Include weblink for the CMAQ project selection process.
Financial Summary:
1. SHOPP: Update the revenue and programming per attached latest report.
1
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2. FTA 5310 Program: Clarify Revenue basis for the 4-years of the 2023 FTIP as CTC adopts
the project list for this program each year.
3. Highway Bridge Program: Clarify why the revenue for FY 2022/23 does not include
funding for the Navy Drive Bridge. Please refer to the listing transmitted on 03/23/2022.
Performance Measures Template:
1. On the PM 3 tab, in the Summary of Projects table, please indicate values (can be
zero, or 57, or 59) for the truck travel time reliability projects row and keep the note at
the bottom of the table.
2. For the TAM and Transit Safety tabs, in the summary of projects tables, please format
the % columns in the total FTIP Investments row to indicate 100%.
Project Listings:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Include RTP information (RTP No. or Page No.) for all projects.
Please expand “GPF” to “Grouped Project For” for all of the affected projects.
CTIPS Id 21200000691: Include project location.
CTIPS Id 21200000717, 21200000718: Clarify programming for the 4-years of the 2023
FTIP as CTC adopts the FTA 5310 project list for this program each year.
5. CTIPS Id 21200000608: Clarify if toll credits are used. Also, the funding programmed
include funding for the project component in Merced County.
6. CTIPS Id 21200000685: This project can be removed from the FTIP as the Highway
Maintenance Program has been discontinued.
7. CTIPS Id 21200000753: Clarify what is meant by “Capitalized Maintenance”.
8. CTIPS Id 21200000437: Include project location.
9. CTIPS Id 21200000773: Expand what are the “Upgrades”. Also include “At various
locations”.
10. CTIPS Id 21200000779, 21200000313: Project title is not consistent with the approved
grouped project listings. Please see attached guidance.

11. CTIPS Id 21200000001, 21200000757: Clarify if toll credits are used.
12. CTIPS Id 21200000733, 21200000775: Provide details for the project scope.
13. CTIPS Id 21200000630: Provide details for the buses being acquired such as length of
the bus, number of passengers.

**********************************************************************

Abhijit J. Bagde, P.E.
Senior Transportation Engineer
2
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Division of Financial Programming
Office of Federal Programming and Data Management
Phone: (916) 654-3638
Mobile: (916) 215-9785
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Programming Grouped Project Listings in Air Quality Non-Attainment or Maintenance Areas
Background:
Title 23, Code of Federal Regulations (CFR), Section 450.216 (j) allows projects that are not considered
to be of appropriate scale for individual identification in the Federal Transportation Improvement
Program (FTIP) to be grouped by function, work type or geographic region using appropriate
classifications using the applicable classifications under 23 CFR 771.117(c) and (d) and/or 40 CFR part
93.
MPOs may find grouping projects to offer some advantages and flexibility when amending projects in
the FTIP/FSTIP. New projects can be added to an existing grouped project listing through administrative
modifications in accordance with the Amendment and Administrative Modification Guidelines. For nonFederal Transit Administration (FTA) funded projects, the detailed project lists may be revised without
the need for amendments or administrative modifications if the revisions do not result in changes to the
total grouped project costs. However, MPOs must update the detailed project lists to reflect the revision,
and furnish them to the respective FTIP/FSTIP Coordinators at Caltrans, Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA) and FTA along with a cover letter.
These guidelines are for programming grouped project listings for Metropolitan Planning Organization
(MPO) and the rural-nonMPO areas that are classified as either air quality non-attainment or
maintenance. The grouped project listings must be consistent with the “Exempt Project” classification
contained in the Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA) Transportation Conformity Regulation
(40CFR part 93). It is the MPO’s responsibility to determine the eligibility of projects to be included in
grouped project listings. If verification/confirmation is needed, an MPO shall consult with their
planning coordinators from FHWA and Caltrans Federal Programming Office to confirm their findings.
Programming Guidelines:
1. Use the flow chart below to determine if a project is eligible for grouping. Projects ineligible
for grouping must be programmed individually in the FTIP/FSTIP.
Grouping for NonAttainment or Maintenance
areas

N
Project is not
eligible for
grouping

Project exempt from Air Quality
Conf?
(40CFR93.126 & .127 Tables 2 & 3)
Y

N

Does scale of project make it appropriate for
grouping? (MPO to decide based on $, public
sensitivity, and community interest in project)

Y
Project eligible for grouping

AJB_021710
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2. The description of the grouped project listings shall include appropriate “Exempt Project”
classification per 40 CFR Part 93.126 and 93.127. See “Attachment A” for the “Pre-approved
List of Grouped Project Listings”. If the proposed grouped project listing is different from the
ones listed in Attachment A, the MPO shall contact their planning coordinators from Caltrans
Federal Programming Office, FHWA or FTA prior to programming the new grouped project
listing in its FTIP.
3. Projects may be further grouped by grantee/agency or by geographic area provided the grouped
listing is consistent with the project listings per Attachment A. Note that projects can not be
grouped by a particular fund type or funding program in the FTIP.
4. Detailed project listing (back-up listing) for a grouped project that is programmed or amended
in an FTIP, must be included with the transmittal package to Caltrans. The detailed listings
shall contain individual project information with sufficient description to accurately identify
scope, implementing agency, location, limits of the project (if any), program year and the total
cost. See “Attachment B” for the format of the detailed project listing. Total cost of the
projects (including funding for all project phases) from the detailed project listing shall be
programmed under the “Construction” phase in the FTIP.
5. Projects funded from the Federal Transit Administration (FTA) can be grouped as long as the
detailed project list is readily available to the Federal Transit Administration and the public.
The detaled project list must be included by MPO in FTIP/ FTIP Amendment when it is
circulated for public review.
6. Projects with multiple FTA UZAs and with multiple FTA fund types can be grouped as long as
the grouped projects meet the requirements of No. 5 above.
7. For MPO areas classified as air quality attainment (areas that are not classified as
“maintenance”), projects that can be classified as “Categorical Exclusion (CE)” per 23 CFR
771.117 (c) and (d) can be grouped together by CE classifications.
Attachments:
Attachment A: Pre-approved list of grouped project listings
Attachment B: Detailed project listings format
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Pre-approved Grouped Project Listings

Sl. No.
1

Grouped Projects Listing Name
Grouped Projects for Bridge Rehabilitation and
Reconstruction - SHOPP Program

Project Description
Scope: Projects are consistent with 40 CFR Part 93.126 Exempt Tables 2 categories - Widening narrow pavements or
reconstructing bridges (no additional travel lanes).
Scope: Projects are consistent with 40 CFR Part 93.126 Exempt Tables 2 and Table 3 categories - Railroad/highway crossing,
Safer non-Federal-aid system roads, Shoulder improvements, traffic control devices and operating assistance other than
signalization projects, Intersection signalization projects at individual intersections, Pavement marking demonstration, Truck
climbing lanes outside the urbanized area, Lighting improvements, Emergency truck pullovers
Scope: Projects are consistent with 40 CFR Part 93.126 Exempt Tables 2 and Table 3 categories - Railroad/highway crossing,
Safer non-Federal-aid system roads, Shoulder improvements, traffic control devices and operating assistance other than
signalization projects, Intersection signalization projects at individual intersections, Pavement marking demonstration, Truck
climbing lanes outside the urbanized area, Lighting improvements, Emergency truck pullovers

2

Grouped Projects for Safety Improvements SHOPP Collision Reduction Program

3

Grouped Projects for Safety Improvements SHOPP Mandates Program

4

Grouped Projects for Emergency Repair - SHOPP
Emergency Response Program

Scope: Projects are consistent with 40 CFR Part 93.126 Exempt Tables 2 categories - Repair damage caused by natural
disasters, civil unrest, or terrorist acts. This applies to damages that do not qualify for Federal Emergency Relief funds or to
damages that qualify for federal Emergency Relief funds but extend beyond the Federally declared disaster period

5

Grouped Projects for Safety Improvements SHOPP Mobility Program

Scope: Projects are consistent with 40 CFR Part 93.126 Exempt Tables 2 and Table 3 categories - Railroad/highway crossing,
Safer non-Federal-aid system roads, Shoulder improvements, traffic control devices and operating assistance other than
signalization projects, Intersection signalization projects at individual intersections, Pavement marking demonstration, Truck
climbing lanes outside the urbanized area, Lighting improvements, Emergency truck pullovers

6
7
8

9

10
11
12

Grouped Projects for Shoulder Improvements SHOPP Roadside Preservation Program
Grouped Projects for Pavement resurfacing and/or
rehabilitation - SHOPP Roadway Preservation
Program
Grouped Projects for Bridge Rehabilitation and
Reconstruction - HBP Program

Scope: Projects are consistent with 40 CFR Part 93.126 Exempt Tables 2 categories - Fencing,Safety roadside rest areas

Scope: Projects are consistent with 40 CFR Part 93.126 Exempt Tables 2 categories - Pavement resurfacing and/or
rehabilitation, Emergency relief (23 U.S.C. 125), Widening narrow pavements or reconstructing bridges (no additional travel
lanes)
Scope: Projects are consistent with 40 CFR Part 93.126 Exempt Tables 2 categories - Widening narrow pavements or
reconstructing bridges (no additional travel lanes)
lanes).
Scope: Projects are consistent with 40 CFR Part 93.126 Exempt Tables 2 and Table 3 categories - Railroad/highway crossing,
Safer non-Federal-aid system roads, Shoulder improvements, traffic control devices and operating assistance other than
Grouped Projects for Safety Improvements
signalization projects, Intersection signalization projects at individual intersections, Pavement marking demonstration, Truck
climbing lanes outside the urbanized area, Lighting improvements, Emergency truck pullovers
Scope: Projects are consistent with 40 CFR Part 93.126 Exempt Tables 2 and Table 3 categories - Railroad/highway crossing,
Grouped Projects for Safety Improvements - Safe
Safer non-Federal-aid system roads, Shoulder improvements, traffic control devices and operating assistance other than
a
Routes to School Program (SRTS)
signalization projects, Intersection signalization projects at individual intersections, Pavement marking demonstration, Truck
climbing lanes outside the urbanized area, Lighting improvements, Emergency truck pullovers
Scope: Projects are consistent with 40 CFR Part 93.126 Exempt Tables 2 and Table 3 categories - Railroad/highway crossing,
Grouped Projects for Safety Improvements - Safe
Safer non-Federal-aid system roads, Shoulder improvements, traffic control devices and operating assistance other than
b
Routes to School Program (SR2S State Program)
signalization projects, Intersection signalization projects at individual intersections, Pavement marking demonstration, Truck
climbing lanes outside the urbanized area, Lighting improvements, Emergency truck pullovers
Scope: Projects are consistent with 40 CFR Part 93.126 Exempt Tables 2 and Table 3 categories - Railroad/highway crossing,
Grouped Projects for Safety Improvements - HSIP Safer non-Federal-aid system roads, Shoulder improvements, traffic control devices and operating assistance other than
signalization projects, Intersection signalization projects at individual intersections, Pavement marking demonstration, Truck
Program
climbing lanes outside the urbanized area, Lighting improvements, Emergency truck pullovers
Grouped Projects for Railroad/highway crossing
Scope: Projects are consistent with 40 CFR Part 93.126 Exempt Tables 2 categories - Railroad/highway crossing
Grouped Projects for Safety Improvements on High Scope: Projects are consistent with 40 CFR Part 93.126 Exempt Tables 2 and Table 3 categories - Safer non-Federal-aid
Risk Rural Roads - HRRR program
system roads

13

Grouped Projects for Hazard Elimination Program

14

Grouped Projects for Safer non-Federal-aid system Scope: Projects are consistent with 40 CFR Part 93.126 Exempt Tables 2 and Table 3 categories - Safer non-Federal-aid
roads
system roads

Scope: Projects are consistent with 40 CFR Part 93.126 Exempt Tables 2 categories - Hazard Elimination Program

15

Grouped Projects for Shoulder Improvements

Scope: Projects are consistent with 40 CFR Part 93.126 Exempt Tables 2 and Table 3 categories - Shoulder improvements
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Pre-approved Grouped Project Listings
Sl. No.

Grouped Projects Listing Name
Project Description
Grouped Projects for Shoulder Improvements on the
a
Scope: Projects are consistent with 40 CFR Part 93.126 Exempt Tables 2 and Table 3 categories - Shoulder improvements
State Highway System
Grouped Projects for Shoulder Improvementsn on
b
Scope: Projects are consistent with 40 CFR Part 93.126 Exempt Tables 2 and Table 3 categories - Shoulder improvements
the Local Roads System
Grouped Projects for Shoulder Improvements in xxx
c
Scope: Projects are consistent with 40 CFR Part 93.126 Exempt Tables 2 and Table 3 categories - Shoulder improvements
County/City

16

Grouped Projects for Increasing Sight Distance
Grouped Projects for Increasing Sight Distance on
the State Highway System
Grouped Projects for Increasing Sight Distance on
b
the Local Roads System
Grouped Projects for Increasing Sight Distance in
c
xxx County/City
Grouped Projects for Pavement resurfacing and/or
rehabilitation

a

17

a

18

Grouped Projects for Pavement resurfacing and/or
rehabilitation on the State Highway System

Grouped Projects for Pavement resurfacing and/or
b rehabilitation on the State Highway System Highway Maintenance
Grouped Projects for Pavement resurfacing and/or
c
rehabilitation on the Local Roads System
Grouped Projects for Pavement resurfacing and/or
d
rehabilitation in xxx County/City
Grouped Projects for Pavement resurfacing and/or
e
rehabilitation - ARRA or XXXX funded
Grouped Projects forPavement resurfacing and/or
f
rehabilitation - AC overlays
Grouped Projects for Pavement marking
demonstration

Scope: Projects are consistent with 40 CFR Part 93.126 Exempt Tables 2 and Table 3 categories - Increasing Sight Distance
Scope: Projects are consistent with 40 CFR Part 93.126 Exempt Tables 2 and Table 3 categories - Increasing Sight Distance
Scope: Projects are consistent with 40 CFR Part 93.126 Exempt Tables 2 and Table 3 categories - Increasing Sight Distance
Scope: Projects are consistent with 40 CFR Part 93.126 Exempt Tables 2 and Table 3 categories - Increasing Sight Distance
Scope: Projects are consistent with 40 CFR Part 93.126 Exempt Tables 2 and Table 3 categories - Pavement resurfacing
and/or rehabilitation
Scope: Projects are consistent with 40 CFR Part 93.126 Exempt Tables 2 and Table 3 categories - Pavement resurfacing
and/or rehabilitation
Scope: Projects are consistent with 40 CFR Part 93.126 Exempt Tables 2 and Table 3 categories - Pavement resurfacing
and/or rehabilitation
Scope: Projects are consistent with 40 CFR Part 93.126 Exempt Tables 2 and Table 3 categories - Pavement resurfacing
and/or rehabilitation
Scope: Projects are consistent with 40 CFR Part 93.126 Exempt Tables 2 and Table 3 categories - Pavement resurfacing
and/or rehabilitation
Scope: Projects are consistent with 40 CFR Part 93.126 Exempt Tables 2 and Table 3 categories - Pavement resurfacing
and/or rehabilitation
Scope: Projects are consistent with 40 CFR Part 93.126 Exempt Tables 2 and Table 3 categories - Pavement resurfacing
and/or rehabilitation
Scope: Projects are consistent with 40 CFR Part 93.126 Exempt Tables 2 and Table 3 categories - Pavement marking
demonstration.

19

Grouped Projects for Emergency truck pullovers

20

Grouped Projects for Widening narrow pavements Scope: Projects are consistent with 40 CFR Part 93.126 Exempt Tables 2 and Table 3 categories - Non Capacity widening
or reconstructing bridges (no additional travel lanes) narrow pavements or reconstructing bridges (no additional travel lanes).

21

Grouped Projects for Truck climbing lanes

22

Grouped Projects for Skid treatments

Scope: Projects are consistent with 40 CFR Part 93.126 Exempt Tables 2 and Table 3 categories - Non Capacity widening
narrow pavements or reconstructing bridges (no additional travel lanes).
Scope: Projects are consistent with 40 CFR Part 93.126 Exempt Tables 2 and Table 3 categories - Truck climbing lanes
outside the urbanized area
Scope: Projects are consistent with 40 CFR Part 93.126 Exempt Tables 2 and Table 3 categories - Skid treatments

23

Grouped Projects for Safety roadside rest areas

Scope: Projects are consistent with 40 CFR Part 93.126 Exempt Tables 2 and Table 3 categories - Safety roadside rest areas

Grouped Projects for Railroad/highway crossing
warning devices
Grouped Projects for Traffic control devices and
operating assistance other than signalization
Grouped Projects for Traffic control devices and
a
operating assistance

Scope: Projects are consistent with 40 CFR Part 93.126 Exempt Tables 2 and Table 3 categories - Railroad/highway crossing
warning devices
Scope: Projects are consistent with 40 CFR Part 93.126 Exempt Tables 2 and Table 3 categories - Traffic control devices and
operating assistance other than signalization project
Scope: Projects are consistent with 40 CFR Part 93.126 Exempt Tables 2 and Table 3 categories - Traffic control devices and
operating assistance other than signalization project
Scope: Projects are consistent with 40 CFR Part 93.126 Exempt Tables 2 and Table 3 categories - Traffic control devices and
operating assistance other than signalization project

a

24
25

Grouped Projects for Non Capacity widening (no
additional travel lanes)

Scope: Projects are consistent with 40 CFR Part 93.126 Exempt Tables 2 and Table 3 categories - Emergency truck pullovers.

b Grouped Projects for Traffic control devices
26

Grouped Projects for Increasing Sight Distance

Scope: Projects are consistent with 40 CFR Part 93.126 Exempt Tables 2 and Table 3 categories - Increasing Sight Distance
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Sl. No.
27

Grouped Projects Listing Name
Grouped Projects for Fencing

Project Description
Scope: Projects are consistent with 40 CFR Part 93.126 Exempt Tables 2 and Table 3 categories - Fencing

28

Grouped Projects for Lighting improvements

Scope: Projects are consistent with 40 CFR Part 93.126 Exempt Tables 2 and Table 3 categories - Lighting improvements

29

Grouped Projects for Ride-sharing and van-pooling

30

Grouped Projects for Bicycle and pedestrian
facilities
a Grouped Projects for Bicycle facilities
b Grouped Projects for Pedestrian facilities
Grouped Projects for Bicycle and pedestrian
facilities funded with xxxx
Grouped Projects for Bicycle and pedestrian
d
facilities in xxxx County/City
Grouped Projects for Bicycle and pedestrian
e
facilities - Motorized
Grouped Projects for Bicycle and pedestrian
f
facilities - Non - Motorized
Grouped Projects for Noise attenuation
Grouped Projects for Safety Improvements Projects that correct, improve, or eliminate a
hazardous location or feature.
Grouped Projects for Safety Improvements - Safer
non-Federal-aid system roads
c

31
33
34

Grouped Projects for Safety Improvements - Safer
roads - Inclusive of federal aid and non-federal aid
roads

35

Scope: Projects are consistent with 40 CFR Part 93.126 Exempt Tables 2 and Table 3 categories - Continuation of ride-sharing
and van-pooling promotion activities at current levels
Scope: Projects are consistent with 40 CFR Part 93.126 Exempt Tables 2 and Table 3 categories - Bicycle and pedestrian
facilities (both motorized and Non-motorized)
Scope: Projects are consistent with 40 CFR Part 93.126 Exempt Tables 2 and Table 3 categories - Bicycle and pedestrian
facilities (both motorized and Non-motorized)
Scope: Projects are consistent with 40 CFR Part 93.126 Exempt Tables 2 and Table 3 categories - Bicycle and pedestrian
facilities (both motorized and Non-motorized)
Scope: Projects are consistent with 40 CFR Part 93.126 Exempt Tables 2 and Table 3 categories - Bicycle and pedestrian
facilities (both motorized and Non-motorized)
Scope: Projects are consistent with 40 CFR Part 93.126 Exempt Tables 2 and Table 3 categories - Bicycle and pedestrian
facilities (both motorized and Non-motorized)
Scope: Projects are consistent with 40 CFR Part 93.126 Exempt Tables 2 and Table 3 categories - Bicycle and pedestrian
facilities (both motorized and Non-motorized)
Scope: Projects are consistent with 40 CFR Part 93.126 Exempt Tables 2 and Table 3 categories - Bicycle and pedestrian
facilities (both motorized and Non-motorized)
Scope: Projects are consistent with 40 CFR Part 93.126 Exempt Tables 2 and Table 3 categories - Noise attenuation.
Scope: Projects are consistent with 40 CFR Part 93.126 Exempt Tables 2 and Table 3 categories - Projects that correct,
improve, or eliminate a hazardous location or feature.
Scope: Projects are consistent with 40 CFR Part 93.126 Exempt Tables 2 and Table 3 categories - Safer non-Federal-aid
system roads
Scope: Projects are consistent with 40 CFR Part 93.126 Exempt Tables 2 and Table 3 categories - Railroad/highway crossing,
Safer non-Federal-aid system roads, Shoulder improvements, traffic control devices and operating assistance other than
signalization projects,
projects Intersection signalization projects at individual intersections,
intersections Pavement marking demonstration
demonstration, Truck
climbing lanes outside the urbanized area, Lighting improvements, Emergency truck pullovers
Scope: Projects are consistent with 40 CFR Part 93.126 Exempt Tables 2 and Table 3 categories - Directional and
informational signs.
Scope: Projects are consistent with 40 CFR Part 93.126 Exempt Tables 2 and Table 3 categories - Directional and
informational signs.
Scope: Projects are consistent with 40 CFR Part 93.126 Exempt Tables 2 and Table 3 categories - Directional and
informational signs.
Scope: Projects are consistent with 40 CFR Part 93.126 Exempt Tables 2 and Table 3 categories - Directional and
informational signs.
Scope: Projects are consistent with 40 CFR Part 93.126 Exempt Tables 2 and Table 3 categories - Directional and
informational signs.
Scope: Projects are consistent with 40 CFR Part 93.126 Exempt Tables 2 and Table 3 categories - Sign removal

38

Grouped Projects for Directional and informational
signs
Grouped Projects for Directional and informational
signs funded with xxxx
Grouped Projects for Directional and informational
signs in xxxx County/City
Grouped Projects for Directional and informational
signs on the federal aid system
Grouped Projects for Directional and informational
signs on the non-federal aid system
Grouped Projects for Sign removal

39

Grouped Projects for Plantings, landscaping, etc.

Scope: Projects are consistent with 40 CFR Part 93.126 Exempt Tables 2 and Table 3 categories - Plantings, landscaping, etc.

Grouped Projects for Acquisition of scenic
easements
Grouped Projects for Emergency or hardship
advance land acquisitions

Scope: Projects are consistent with 40 CFR Part 93.126 Exempt Tables 2 and Table 3 categories - Acquisition of scenic
easements
Scope: Projects are consistent with 40 CFR Part 93.126 Exempt Tables 2 and Table 3 categories - Emergency or hardship
advance land acquisitions (23 CFR 710.503).

42

Grouped Projects for Engineering

Scope: Projects are consistent with 40 CFR Part 93.126 Exempt Tables 2 and Table 3 categories - Engineering to assess
social, economic, and environmental effects of the proposed action or alternatives to that action; non-capacity increasing

43

Grouped Projects for Planning activities

44

Grouped Projects for Grants for training and
research programs

37
a
b
c
d

40
41

Scope: Projects are consistent with 40 CFR Part 93.126 Exempt Tables 2 and Table 3 categories - Planning activities
conducted pursuant to titles 23 and 49 U.S.C.
Scope: Projects are consistent with 40 CFR Part 93.126 Exempt Tables 2 and Table 3 categories - Grants for training and
research programs
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Pre-approved Grouped Project Listings

Sl. No.
45

46

47
48

49

50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57

58

59

Grouped Projects Listing Name

Project Description
Scope: Projects are consistent with 40 CFR Part 93.126 Exempt Tables 2 and Table 3 categories - Planning and technical
Grouped Projects for Planning and technical studies
studies
Scope: Projects are consistent with 40 CFR Part 93.126 Exempt Tables 2 and Table 3 categories - Specific activities which do
Grouped Projects for Activities that do not lead to
not involve or lead directly to construction, such as: Planning and technical studies, Grants for training and research programs,
construction
Planning activities conducted pursuant to titles 23 and 49 U.S.C, Federal-aid systems revisions, Engineering to assess social,
economic, and environmental effects of the proposed action or alternatives to that action.
Grouped Projects for Transportation enhancement Scope: Projects are consistent with 40 CFR Part 93.126 Exempt Tables 2 and Table 3 categories - Transportation
activities
enhancement activities (except rehabilitation and operation of historic transportation buildings, structures, or facilities)
Scope: Projects are consistent with 40 CFR Part 93.126 Exempt Tables 2 and Table 3 categories - Repair of damage caused
Grouped Projects for Emergency Repair
by natural disasters, civil unrest, or terrorist acts, except projects involving substantial functional, locational or capacity
changes.
Grouped Projects for Rehabilitation or
Scope: Projects are consistent with 40 CFR Part 93.126 Exempt Tables 2 and Table 3 categories - Rehabilitation or
reconstruction of track structures, track, and
reconstruction of track structures, track, and trackbed in existing rights-of-way.( non-capacity Increasing)
trackbed in existing rights-of-way
Scope: Projects are consistent with 40 CFR Part 93.126 Exempt Tables 2 and Table 3 categories - Reconstruction or
Grouped Projects for Reconstruction or renovation
renovation of transit buildings and structures (e.g., rail or bus buildings, storage and maintenance facilities, stations, terminals,
of transit buildings and structures
and ancillary structures).( non-capacity Increasing)
Grouped Projects for Construction of small
Scope: Projects are consistent with 40 CFR Part 93.126 Exempt Tables 2 and Table 3 categories - Construction of small
passenger shelters and information kiosks
passenger shelters and information kiosks
Grouped Projects for Construction or renovation of Scope: Projects are consistent with 40 CFR Part 93.126 Exempt Tables 2 and Table 3 categories - Construction or renovation
power, signal, and communications systems
of power, signal, and communications systems
Grouped Projects for Purchase of operating
Scope: Projects are consistent with 40 CFR Part 93.126 Exempt Tables 2 and Table 3 categories - Purchase of operating
equipment for vehicles
equipment for vehicles (e.g., radios, fareboxes, lifts, etc.)
Grouped Projects for Purchase of office, shop, and Scope: Projects are consistent with 40 CFR Part 93.126 Exempt Tables 2 and Table 3 categories - Purchase of office, shop,
operating equipment for existing facilities
and operating equipment for existing facilities
Scope: Projects are consistent with 40 CFR Part 93.126 Exempt Tables 2 and Table 3 categories - Rehabilitation of transit
Grouped
for
G
d Projects
P j
f Rehabilitation
R h bili i off transiti
vehicles (In PM10and PM2.5nonattainment or maintenance areas, such projects are exempt only if they are in compliance with
vehicles
control measures in the applicable implementation plan)
Scope: Projects are consistent with 40 CFR Part 93.126 Exempt Tables 2 and Table 3 categories - Purchase of support
Grouped Projects for Purchase of support vehicles
vehicles
Grouped Projects for Operating assistance to transit Scope: Projects are consistent with 40 CFR Part 93.126 Exempt Tables 2 and Table 3 categories - Operating assistance to
agencies
transit agencies
Grouped Projects for Purchase of new buses and
rail cars to replace existing vehicles or for minor
expansions of the fleet. (Minor changes include
changing the number of transit vehicles purchased Scope: Projects are consistent with 40 CFR Part 93.126 Exempt Tables 2 and Table 3 categories - Purchase of new buses
and rail cars to replace existing vehicles or for minor expansions of the fleet
by 25% or less, and changes to the fuel type of
transit vehicles. MPO needs to take the change
through an interagency consultation to confirm that
the change in scope is minor)
Scope: Projects are consistent with 40 CFR Part 93.126 Exempt Tables 2 and Table 3 categories - Railroad/highway crossing,
Safer non-Federal-aid system roads, Shoulder improvements, traffic control devices and operating assistance other than
Grouped Projects for Safety Improvements,
signalization projects, Intersection signalization projects at individual intersections, Pavement marking demonstration, Truck
Shoulder Improvements, Pavement resurfacing
climbing lanes outside the urbanized area, Lighting improvements, Emergency truck pullovers, Pavement resurfacing and/or
and/or rehabilitation - Minor Program
rehabilitation, Emergency relief (23 U.S.C. 125), Widening narrow pavements or reconstructing bridges (no additional travel
lanes)
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Sl. No.

Grouped Projects Listing Name

Project Description

The projects included under following grouped project listings may be exempt from regional emissions analysis. Note that the local effects of the project on CO and PM
concentrations must be considered to determine if a hot-spot analysis may be required prior to making a project level conformity determination.
60

Grouped Projects for Intersection Channelization

Scope: Projects are consistent with 40 CFR Part 93.126 Exempt Table 3 categories - Intersection Channelization Projects.

61

Grouped Projects for Intersection Signalization

Scope: Projects are consistent with 40 CFR Part 93.126 Exempt Table 3 categories - Intersection Signalization Projects

62

Grouped Projects for Interchange Reconfiguration

Scope: Projects are consistent with 40 CFR Part 93.126 Exempt Table 3 categories - Interchange Reconfiguration Projects

Grouped Projects for Changes in Vertical and
Horizontal Alignment
Grouped Projects for Truck Size and Weight
Inspection Stations
Grouped Projects for Bus Terminals and Transfer
Points

Scope: Projects are consistent with 40 CFR Part 93.126 Exempt Table 3 categories - Changes in Vertical and Horizontal
Alignment Projects
Scope: Projects are consistent with 40 CFR Part 93.126 Exempt Table 3 categories - Truck Size and Weight Inspection
Stations

63
64
65

Scope: Projects are consistent with 40 CFR Part 93.126 Exempt Table 3 categories - Bus Terminals and Transfer Points

Note: All Grouped listings must be accompanied by detailed back-up listings
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ATTACMENT B
Detailed Project Listings Format
"Title of the Grouped Project Listing"

Agency

County

District-EA (if
applicable)

Project Title

Project Description

Program
Year
(FFY)

Federal
Funds

State/Local
Funds

Total
Project
Cost
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FEDERAL/STATE PLANNING & PROGRAMMING PROCESS
SHOPP

State
Long

10 Year Plan
May 1
Even Years

Interregional
Strategic
Plan

Range

Updated Every
2 Years

Plan

RTP#*

MPO/RTPA
Updated Every
2 Years

Reflects the Federal Process
Reflects the State Process
Reflects the Combined Process

SHOPP

Jan. 31
Even Years

ITIP

Dec. 15
Odd Years

RTIP

FTIP#*

STIP

October 1
Even Years

FSTIP*

December 1
Even Years

April 1
Even Years

Dec. 15
Odd Years

Federal &
Locally
Funded Hwy
& Transit
Projects

Rural non-MPO Projects not subject to an MPO FTIP
# Indicates the point of an MPO's own Conformity Finding
* Indicates FHWA/FTA Conformity Finding
Transportation Programming
October 1998
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August 2022
Executive Committee

STAFF REPORT
SUBJECT:

Annual Report and Annual Adjustment of
the Airport Land Use Commission (ALUC)
Fee

RECOMMENDED ACTION:

Recommend the SJCOG Board approve the
8.3% Annual Adjustment of the ALUC
Fee for Fiscal Year 2022-23

DISCUSSION:
SUMMARY:
This item is being brought back to the committee, having been carried over from the June 2022
meeting. Staff was asked to provide additional background information on the Airport Land Use
Commission (ALUC) program, which was done at a special workshop conducted on July 20,
2022. Since that time, San Joaquin Council of Governments (SJCOG) staff has updated the
annual report, as well as the staff report summary below, to reflect the full Fiscal Year (FY)
2021-22 revenue and expenses. The changes will be highlighted during the upcoming meeting.
As a recap from June: the SJCOG Board, on Oct. 24, 2019, adopted resolution 20-15 to
implement the new Airport Land Use Commission (ALUC) fee schedule and the 2019 Project
Review Guidelines. The new fees and procedures were effective on Jan. 1, 2020. The approval
also included:
•
•

An annual fee update based on the Consumer Price Index (CPI).
An annual report to review fee revenue and operational costs over the previous year to
provide the information necessary for the board to either implement the proposed CPI
adjustment or an alternative fee adjustment based on changing assumptions for revenues
and costs.

Through late 2020 staff fully integrated new operational guidelines and provided numerous
presentations and consultations for local jurisdictions on new operating procedures. This means
FY 2021-22 is the first fully operational year with the new procedures and fees in place. This
staff report summarizes the 2021-22 annual report findings with the full annual report included
as Attachment A. Based on the report findings (summarized below), SJCOG staff recommends
the board approve the annual CPI update of +8.3% to the adopted ALUC fee schedule:
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•

During Fiscal Year 2021/2022, revenues exceeded staff time expenses by $5,159 (see
Table 3 in the Background section), but the expected reserve for ALUC updates has only
partially materialized. Staff has identified the following issue:
o Staff charges were higher than expected during the first half of FY 21-22 but have
been in line with projections during the second half of the fiscal year. The next
full fiscal year report is expected to match the original 2019 projections and
continue to fully recover staff expenses and the needed reserve.

•

The annual reserve during FY 21-22 was accumulating at a slower pace than expected.
Before FY 21/22, there was no excess revenue accumulating in the program.
Even with the expectation that the reserve accumulation will be back on track next fiscal
year, an inflation adjustment to the program fees is necessary to account for increased
staff and consultant costs for operations and future program updates.

The action to implement the recommended CPI adjustment results in an update of the ALUC fee
schedule to $715.90 for minor reviews and $1,851.35 for major reviews.
As outlined in the original 2019 board approval of the fee update, the methodology to annually
adjust the fees is based on the year-over-year percent increase or decrease of the Consumer Price
Index (CPI). The resulting adjusted fee structure is as follows:
Table 1: Fee Adjustment by Project Type
Review Fee Category
Minor (1)
Major (2)

FY 21-22
ALUC
Schedule
$661.03
$1,709.46

Annual
Change
8.3%
$54.87
$141.89

FY 22-23
ALUC
Schedule
$715.90
$1,851.35

The indices and adjustment calculations are detailed below in Table 2.
Table 2: CPI Calculation for FY 22-23 Fee Adjustment
Year
CPI % Change
(April – April)
Index Level

2022

2021

8.3%

NA

289.109

267.054

RECOMMENDATION:
Recommend board approval of the 8.3% annual adjustment to the ALUC fee as shown in Table 1
for the 22-23 fiscal year.
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FISCAL IMPACT:
The ongoing cost of administering the ALUC program is anticipated in SJCOG’s FY 22-23
Overall Work Program (OWP) and will not be affected by this action.
Review fees will be adjusted. There will be an increase in revenue of 8.3%, on the following
schedule:
• $54.87 for each minor review.
• $141.89 for each major review.

BACKGROUND:
ALUC and ALUCP Background
The California Public Utilities Code Section 21675 requires the formation of an Airport Land
Use Commission (ALUC) in any county “with an airport that is operated for the benefit of the
public.” San Joaquin County deferred the responsibility of ALUC and SJCOG has acted as the
ALUC since 1972. The ALUC oversees the safety zones of the following six airports within San
Joaquin County, with the goal of implementing the policies and procedures of Airport Land Use
Compatibility Plan (ALUCP).
•
•
•
•
•
•

Stockton Metropolitan Airport (Stockton).
Tracy Municipal Airport (Tracy).
New Jerusalem Airport (Tracy).
Lodi Airport (Acampo).
Lodi Airpark (Lodi).
Kingdon Airpark (Lodi).

Acting as the ALUC, SJCOG is responsible for:
1) Performing land use consistency review of
projects lying within a safety zone of any of
the six airports in San Joaquin County and
provide determination to jurisdiction.
2) Updating the Airport Land Use Compatibility
Plan (ALUCP).
3) Administering the ALUC Program.
The ALUCP is a policy document guiding staff when
identifying airport safety zones, triggering and
performing land use consistency reviews, and informing project applicants about the “ALUC
overrule” process. Its goal is to “protect and promote the safety and welfare of residents and
airport users near the public use airports in the County while promoting the continued operation
of those airports.”
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Update of ALUC Review Fee Schedule
In mid-2019, SJCOG staff received authorization from the SJCOG Board to update the ALUC
fee schedule to $661.03 for minor reviews and $1,709.46 for major reviews, implement a process
to adjust the fee annually based on the Consumer Price Index, and implement a contingency plan
to collect up to a $5,000 deposit for exceptional reviews that require additional resources to
complete. This fee was estimated to fund annual ALUC operations and required ALUCP
updates. Additionally, staff estimated that $24,986.40 in revenues would have to be collected
annually for a reserve fund for ALUCP updates. This assumes that an ALUCP update will be
needed every five years at an estimated cost of $124,932.
In late 2019, the SJCOG Board approved the proposed ALUC fee schedule and the project
review guidelines, an additional administrative task that had to be completed before SJCOG staff
could implement new operating procedures. Subsequently, the new fees went into effect in early
2020. Program implementation activities, including numerous presentations and consultations
with local agencies, continued into late 2020. The program implementation was not fully
functional due to the lack of procedures to collect the fees by SJCOG’s member agencies.
Because of the relative newness of the fee program to SJCOG’s member agencies, SJCOG staff
determined that the first fee adjustment and annual reporting should not occur until FY 21-22.
ALUC Annual Report
Staff has prepared an annual report on the ALUC
program for FY 2021-2022 (Attachment A). This is the
first annual report for the ALUC program and includes
information on the number of minor and major reviews
that were conducted, total revenues collected, and
program costs. Based on this annual report and future
reports, the board will have the option to implement the
CPI adjustment for future fiscal years or an alternative
fee adjustment, if warranted, based on changing
assumptions of future revenues and costs.
According to the annual report, SJCOG staff conducted
29 major reviews and 3 minor reviews from July 1,
2021, to June 30, 2022. Program revenues from review
fees were $49,822.97. Program costs in staff salaries,
overhead and estimated legal fees totaled $44,664.19
resulting in a surplus of $5,158.78 (see Table 3). The
annual report also recognizes the lack of sufficient
reserve accumulation for future updates, which was expected to be $24,986 annually.
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Table 3: Program Balance Sheet

Collected Review Fees

July 1, 2021, to
June 30, 2022
$49,822.97

Legal Fees (Estimate)

($300.00)

Revenues and Costs

Staff Salaries and Overhead
Balance

($44,364.19)
$5,158.78

NEXT STEPS:
If the recommended annual CPI fee increase is approved by the SJCOG Board, staff will
implement the new fee schedule beginning in September 2022 and notify member agencies of
the increase.
ATTACHMENTS:
Attachment A – Annual Report for Fiscal Year 2021-2022

Prepared by: Isaiah Anderson, Assistant Regional Planner, and Kim Anderson, Deputy Director, Planning
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ALUC Overview
Background

State of California’s Public Utilities Code, Section
21675 requires the formation of an Airport Land
Use Commission (ALUC) in any county “with an
airport that is operated for the benefit of the
public.” San Joaquin County deferred the
responsibility of ALUC and SJCOG has acted as
ALUC since 1972. The ALUC oversees the
safety zones of the following six airports within
San Joaquin County (SJC), with the goal of
implementing the policies and procedures of
Airport Land Use Compatibility Plan (ALUCP).
•
•
•
•
•
•

Stockton Metropolitan Airport, Stockton
Tracy Municipal Airport, Tracy
New Jerusalem Airport, Tracy
Lodi Airport, Acampo
Lodi (Precissi) Airpark, Lodi
Kingdon Airpark, Lodi

Purpose

The ALUC program’s objective is to protect and
promote the safety and welfare of residents and
airport users near the public use airports in the
County, while promoting the continued operation
of those airports. To meet this objective, the
ALUC is responsible for performing land use
consistency reviews of projects lying within a
safety zone of any of the above listed airports and
provide determinations to the appropriate
jurisdiction.

Reviews Conducted – 21/22
Fiscal Year

There are two categories of ALUC reviews. Minor
Review applies to projects such as subdivisions
resulting in four parcel or more, modifications,
grading excavations and sign permits. Major
Review applies to projects such as general plan
amendments, major subdivisions, site plan

reviews, use permits and variances. Table 1
shows the number of minor and major reviews
that were conducted during July 1, 2021, through
June 30, 2022.
Review Category

Reviewed Between July 1, 2021,
Through June 30, 2022

Minor

3

Major

29

Total

32

Table 1: Major and Minor Reviews Conducted

Example major development projects that ALUC
reviewed during the 21-22 fiscal year included:
•
•

•

Kiper at Indelicato residential subdivision
with 173 single-family lots – Manteca
Pock Lane residential subdivision with 108
single-family lots – San Joaquin County
near Stockton
Use Permit to expand the Peltier Winery –
San Joaquin County near Lodi

Program Balance Sheet
Program Revenues

To recover program costs and to fund future
ALUCP updates, a fee is charged to project
applicants for minor and major reviews. For the
21-22 fiscal year, there was a review fee of
$661.03 for minor reviews and $1,709.46 for
major reviews. Table 2 shows the amount that
was collected for minor and major reviews during
July 1, 2021, through June 30, 2022.

2
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Fees Collected From July 1,
2021, Through June 30,
2022
Major & Minor
Reviews

$49,822.97

Table 2: Fees Collected

Program Expenses

ALUC program expenses include staff
salaries/benefits, overhead, postage and
estimated legal fees. Incurred expenses during
July 1, 2021, through June 30, 2022, are listed in
Table 3.
Expense
Staff
Salaries/Overhead
Legal Fees (Estimate)
Total

Costs Incurred From July
1, 2021, Through June 30,
2022
$44,364.19
$300.00
$44,664.19

a project cost of $124,932 or $24,986 annually.
The first full fiscal year of program operation
under the new fee structure has not produced
the expected revenue to cover the annual
reserve needed. The next section includes steps
already taken and suggested operational
improvements to bring expenses in line with
revenues and begin to accumulate the required
reserve funds.

Conclusions and Staff
Recommendation for Bridging
the Shortfall

A thorough review of revenue and operations
over the last fiscal year produced the following
staff observation:
Finding Although for FY 21/22, program
revenues exceeded program costs by $5,158.78,
this was still short of the $24,986 reserve needed
for ALUCP updates. Staff has identified the
following issue:
•

Table 3: Program Expenses

Comparison of Program
Revenues and Expenses

For the FY 21-22, program revenues were
$49,822.97 and program expenses were
$44,664.19 (See Tables 2 and 3). Thus, there
was a surplus of $5,158.78 at the end of the
fiscal year.
However, in addition to covering program
expenses, the fees collected were also expected
to cover an annual reserve for future ALUCP
updates. The annual reserve amount is based on
an ALUCP update needed every five years with

•

Staff time charges were too high in the
first half of the fiscal year due to new staff
assignments at both the assistant and
senior level causing reviews to take
longer.
Program implementation training for both
SJCOG and jurisdictional staff.

Solution: Current staff is now fully trained on
ALUC operations and staff time charges have
fallen in line with original projections during the
last half of the fiscal year. Additionally, staff has
added charge codes to the work element to
better track where staff time is being spent (i.e.,
program administration, minor reviews, major
reviews, pre-review consultation). This will allow
the next annual report to better evaluate whether
3
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fees are truly covering needed staff charges for
operations.
Overall Conclusions:
1. Staff charges during the second half of
FY21-22 are in line with original
projections. It is expected that staff
charges in FY22-23 will continue to align
with 2019 projections, resulting in revenue
covering operational expenses and the
needed reserve for future ALUCP
updates.
2. Staff recommends no adjustment to ALUC
fee structure other than the annual
administrative adjustment based on the
calculated CPI increase of 8.3%.

Further Information
Documents referenced in this report and other
ALUC program information may be accessed
here: https://www.sjcog.org/107/Airport-LandUse-Commission-ALUC
Questions regarding this report may be directed
to Tim Kohaya (SJCOG Senior Regional Planner)
at (209) 235-0389 or kohaya@sjcog.org.
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August 2022
Executive Committee

STAFF REPORT
SUBJECT:

Establish a Cost-of-Living Adjustment Fund
Line Item in the SJCOG Annual Financial
Plan

RECOMMENDED ACTION:

Recommend the Board approve FY 22/23
Annual Financial Plan Amendment #1 and
direct staff to include COLA fund line-item
in future AFPs.

DISCUSSION:
SUMMARY:
On March 24, 2022, the San Joaquin Council of Governments (SJCOG) Board of Directors
adopted the Annual Financial Plan (AFP) for FY 2022/23. The AFP included a pool for meritbased raises of 5.94% of total salaries. This “merit pool” budget line item means that cumulative
salary increases due to a raise in pay-for-performance, falls within this budget. The “merit pool”
does not include a cost of living adjustment (COLA). Staff is proposing the board approve a
COLA for existing noncontract staff salaries. The Board annually adopts a COLA for all of its
noncontract employee position classifications in a salary schedule (see attachment). This Board
action raises the minimum and maximum salary range for noncontract positions; it does not affect
the contracted Executive Director position. However, the Board action on the salary schedule
does not concurrently approve that same COLA for existing noncontract staff employees.
In 2001, SJCOG Board discontinued the practice of approving annual cost of living adjustments
in concert with a restructuring of the SJCOG employee merit process. Prior to this action,
noncontract employees were on a “step system” where merit was awarded by moving an employee
to the next step. A step is a periodic increase in a noncontract employee's rate of basic pay from
one step of the grade of his or her position to the next higher step of that grade.
Because of the significant increase in the cost of living, SJCOG staff is recommending an
additional pool of funds be established to address the increased cost of living in this AFP and in
future years. This would be accomplished by transferring $229,680 from Professional Services to
Salaries and Benefits.
Per board policy, a 6.5220% Consumer Price Index (CPI) adjustment was made to the minimum
and maximum amounts of each salary range.
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RECOMMENDED ACTION:
That the executive committee recommend to the board approval of the creation of a COLA line
item for the FY 2022/23 Annual Financial Plan and approving amendment #1 to the AFP
transferring $229,680 from Professional Services to Salaries and Benefits. Further, staff
recommends this line item be continuously funded based on the annual CPI adjustment of salary
ranges as approved by the board.
FISCAL IMPACT:
Other than reallocating $229,680 from Professional Services to Salaries and Benefits, there is no
impact to total Annual Financial Plan revenues and expenditures.
BACKGROUND:
In 2001, the SJCOG executive director transitioned staff to a “pay for performance” merit-based
system for awarding raises. SJCOG staff are at-will and not typical civil service employees such
as at the cities and the county. The difference relevant to this request is civil service has salary
ladders that typically provide 5% salary increases annually. Further, cost of living adjustments are
typically negotiated with bargaining units. As non-civil service employees, SJCOG staff do not
have either of those mechanisms.
Throughout the last 21 years, the merit increases have been the sole source of raises for staff. Over
the past 10 years, the merit pool has averaged 4.99% of salaries. For the 10-year period 2011-2021,
the average annual CPI increase was 2.77%. i A 5% merit increase would only have purchasing
power of 2.23%.
For FY 2022/23, if the full value of the merit pool is used, total salaries will increase 5.94%,
however, using the 6.522% CPI value, the purchasing power of the salaries decreases 0.582%. A
“star performer” may receive a 10% merit increase, however, the real value is only 3.478%. The
average of all staff merit increase is 7.76%. The real value of those increases is 1.242%. Eight
staff are at or below 7% therefore, essentially, received no raise.
With the adoption of the Classification and Compensation study in 2021, the board approved
applying the CPI to salary range minimums and maximums to keep the positions competitive in
the marketplace and reduce the occasions when a staff member would reach the top of the salary
range, “cap-out”, and not receive any raise. The board approved a 6.522% adjustment to the salary
ranges in the FY 2022/23 AFP based on the Consumer Price Index.
Within the adopted FY 2022/23 AFP in Professional Services, there is $400,000 for indirect
expenses. Typically, this line item is under expended. The $229,680 for the COLA pool would be
transferred from there.
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ATTACHMENTS:
Board adopted classification and salary scheduled with CPI adjustment
FY 2022/23 Annual Financial Plan Amendment #1
i

California Department of Industrial Relations

POSITION CLASSIFICATIONS & SALARY SCHEDULE
ANNUAL
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Proposed March 24, 2022 ‐ Effective July 1, 2022

Position

Minimum
12 month
Change in CPI

Executive Director

Previous
CONTRACT

Minimum
New
CONTRACT

Maximum
Previous
CONTRACT

Maximum
New
CONTRACT

GROUP A
Deputy Executive Director/CFO

6.5220% $

173,984.00 $ 185,331.24

$

243,578.00 $ 259,464.16

6.5220% $

153,946.00 $ 163,986.36

$

215,525.00 $ 229,581.54

6.5220% $

136,235.00 $ 145,120.25

$

190,730.00 $ 203,169.41

GROUP D
Regional Planning or Programming Manager

6.5220% $

121,098.00 $ 128,996.01

$

169,537.00 $ 180,594.20

GROUP E

6.5220% $

109,097.00 $ 116,212.31

$

152,736.00 $ 162,697.44

6.5220% $

98,286.00 $ 104,696.21

$

137,600.00 $ 146,574.27

6.5220% $

88,546.00 $ 94,320.97

$

123,964.00 $ 132,048.93

6.5220% $

80,496.00 $ 85,745.95

$

112,695.00 $ 120,044.97

Human Resources Assistant
Office Administrator

6.5220% $

73,178.00 $ 77,950.67

$

102,450.00 $ 109,131.79

GROUP J

6.5220% $

66,526.00 $ 70,864.83

$

93,136.00 $ 99,210.33

6.5220% $

60,478.00 $ 64,422.38

$

84,669.00 $ 90,191.11

GROUP L

6.5220% $

54,980.00 $ 58,565.80

$

76,972.00 $ 81,992.11

GROUP M

6.5220% $

49,982.00 $ 53,241.83

$

69,975.00 $ 74,538.77

GROUP N

6.5220% $

45,320.00 $ 48,275.77

$

63,448.00 $ 67,586.08

GROUP O

6.5220% $

41,963.00 $ 44,699.83

$

58,748.00 $ 62,579.54

GROUP B
Deputy Director Planning
Deputy Director Programming & Project Delivery
GROUP C

Habitat Conservation Program Manager
Manager of Administrative Services
Information Technology Manager
Communications Manager
Manager of Finance

GROUP F
Chief Accountant
Senior Regional Planner
Senior Program Specialist

GROUP G

GROUP H
Associate Regional Planner
Associate Habitat Planner
Public Information Officer
GROUP I

Associate Program Specialist
Staff Accountant
Contract/Grants Specialist

GROUP K
Assistant Regional Planner
Assistant Program Specialist
Assistant Habitat Planner
Junior Accountant

Administrative Technician
Accounting Assistant II

Accounting Assistant I
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Final March 24, 2022
Revised Final May 26, 2022
Amendment #1 August 25, 2022

CHAIR
Supervisor Robert Rickman, San Joaquin County

VICE‐CHAIR
Councilmember David Bellinger, City of Escalon

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Councilmember Doug Kuehne
Vice Mayor Diane Lazard
Councilmember Gary Singh
Councilmember Paul Canepa
Councilmember Sol Jobrack
Councilmember Dan Wright
Supervisor Kathy Miller
Supervisor Chuck Winn
Mayor Nancy Young
Councilmember Leo Zuber

City of Lodi
City of Lathrop
City of Manteca
City of Stockton
City of Stockton
City of Stockton
County of San Joaquin
County of San Joaquin
City of Tracy
City of Ripon

EX OFFICIO DIRECTORS
Dennis Agar, Director
Gary Giovanetti, Director
William R. Trezza, Commissioner

Caltrans District 10
San Joaquin Regional Transit District
Port of Stockton

SUBMITTED BY:
Diane Nguyen
Executive Director
Steve Dial
Deputy Executive Director/
Chief Financial Officer
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FY 2022‐23
Final

REVENUES
Federal Grants
State Grants
Local
Interest
Other
SJCOG OPERATING REVENUE

FY 2022‐23
Revised Final

FY 2022‐23
Amendment #1

6,639,687.00
10,797,910.00
6,478,356.00
20,000.00
60,000.00
23,995,953.00

6,607,403.00
10,797,910.00
6,478,356.00
20,000.00
60,000.00
23,963,669.00

6,607,403.00
10,797,910.00
6,478,356.00
20,000.00
60,000.00
23,963,669.00

Salaries & Benefits
Services & Supplies

5,148,342.22
1,197,800.00

5,148,342.22
1,197,800.00

5,412,472.93
1,197,800.00

Office Expense
Communications
Memberships
Maintenance ‐ Equipment
Rents & Leases ‐ Equipment
Transportation,Travel & Training (In & Out of State)
Publications & Legal Notices
Insurance
Building Operations & Maintenance
SJCOG Building Debt Service Principal and Interest

298,000.00
60,000.00
45,000.00
10,000.00
131,000.00
100,000.00
7,500.00
146,300.00
200,000.00
200,000.00

298,000.00
60,000.00
45,000.00
10,000.00
131,000.00
100,000.00
7,500.00
146,300.00
200,000.00
200,000.00

298,000.00
60,000.00
45,000.00
10,000.00
131,000.00
100,000.00
7,500.00
146,300.00
200,000.00
200,000.00

Professional Services

17,454,310.78

17,422,026.78

17,157,896.07

Capital Outlay

195,500.00

195,500.00

195,500.00

Unallocated/Reserve
SJCOG OPERATING EXPENDITURES

23,995,953.00

23,963,669.00

23,963,669.00

+/‐
Change

+/‐
% Change
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%

EXPENDITURES
264,130.71
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
(264,130.71)

5.13%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
‐1.52%

‐

0.00%

(0.00)

0.00%
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Tranportation Travel & Training

FY 2022‐23

In and Out of State Travel
Training
Rideshare Incentive
Transportation & Travel ‐ Subtotal

$
$
$
$

Final
72,000
25,000
3,000
100,000

FY 2022‐23

FY 2022‐23

+/‐

Revised Final
$
72,000
$
25,000
$
3,000
$
100,000

Amendment #1
$
72,000
$
25,000
$
3,000
$
100,000

Change
$
$
$

‐
‐
‐

$

‐
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REVENUE

Revenue Source
FEDERAL GRANTS
U.S. Department of Transportation:
Federal Highway Administration (PL)
Federal Highway Administration (PL FY 20/21 C/O)

$

FY 2022‐23

FY 2022‐23

FY 2022‐23

+/‐

Final

Revised Final

Amendment #1

Change

$
$
$
$
$
$

‐
2,421,802
40,000
75,000
566,800
1,450,000

$
$
$
$
$
$

‐
2,421,802
40,000
75,000
566,800
1,450,000

$
$
$
$
$
$

‐
2,421,802
40,000
75,000
566,800
1,450,000

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$

6,639,687

$

6,607,403

$

6,607,403

$

‐

$
$
$
$

250,000
‐
‐
‐

$
$
$
$

250,000 $
‐
$
‐
$
‐
$

250,000
‐
‐
‐

$
$
$
$
$

12,837
275,000
341,671
‐
‐

$
$
$
$
$

12,837
275,000
341,671
‐
‐

$
$
$
$
$

12,837
275,000
341,671
‐
‐

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
SUBTOTAL $

‐
186,122
547,781
‐
‐
106,646
454,873
584,555
‐
31,777
145,863
699,030
1,923,702
5,238,053
10,797,910

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

‐
186,122
547,781
‐
‐
106,646
454,873
584,555
‐
31,777
145,863
699,030
1,923,702
5,238,053
10,797,910

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

‐
186,122
547,781
‐
‐
106,646
454,873
584,555
‐
31,777
145,863
699,030
1,923,702
5,238,053
10,797,910

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

$
$
$
$
$
$

1,986,065
1,000,000
912,000
1,066,800
341,491
200,000

$
$
$
$
$
$

1,986,065
1,000,000
912,000
1,066,800
341,491
200,000

$
$
$
$
$
$

1,986,065
1,000,000
912,000
1,066,800
341,491
200,000

$
$
$
$
$
SUBTOTAL $

150,000
‐
207,000
10,000
605,000
6,478,356

$
$
$
$
$
$

150,000
‐
207,000
10,000
605,000
6,478,356

$
$
$
$
$
$

150,000
‐
207,000
10,000
605,000
6,478,356

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

$
20,000 $
20,000 $
$
60,000 $
60,000 $
$
80,000 $
80,000 $
$ 23,963,669.00 $ 23,963,669.00

‐
‐
‐
‐

Annual FHWA PL (FY 21/22 Estimated Carryover expires 6/30/24)

Federal Transit Administration MPO Planning (FTA 5303)
Federal Transit Administration MPO Planning (FTA 5303 FY 19/20 C/O)
Federal Transit Administration MPO Planning (FTA 5303 FY 20/21 C/O)

$

1,707,304

$

1,707,304

$
378,781 $

5,000 $
336,497 $

5,000
336,497

$

5,000 $

5,000

Annual FTA MPO Planning Section 5303 (FY 21/22 Estimated Carryover, expires 6/30/24)

Regional Surface Transportation Program (RSTP) CMP Update
RSTP SR99 and SR 120 Ramps: STPL 6088(057)
RSTPCML 6088(068) I‐205 Managed Lanes Widening
TDM ‐ Merced CAG CMAQ
TDM ‐ Merced CAG CMAQ
TDM ‐ StanCOG CMAQ
CMAQ TDM

$

1,707,304

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

STATE GRANTS
California Department of Transportation:
STIP Planning & Programming
STIP Planning & Programming FY 20/21 Carryover
FY 17/18 Caltrans Sustainable Transportation Planning Grant (SB1)
FY 18/19 Caltrans Sustainable Transportation Planning Grant (SB1)
FY 19/20 Caltrans Sustainable Transportation Planning Grant (SB1)
FY 19/20 Caltrans Adaptation Planning Grant (SB1)
FY 20/21 Caltrans Sustainable Transportation Planning Grant (SB1)
FY 21/22 Caltrans Sustainable Transportation Planning Grant (SB1)
FY 22/23 Caltrans Sustainable Transportation Planning Grant (SB1)
Sub‐recipient of SB1 Competitive Planning Grant (City of Lodi)
State Planning & Research (Fmrly CT Rural Planning Assistance)
Caltrans‐FSP (I‐205) FY 18‐19 Carryover FSP19‐6088(064)
Caltrans‐FSP (I‐205) FY 19‐20 allocation FSP20‐6088(069)
Caltrans‐FSP (I‐205) FY 20‐21 allocation FSP21‐6088(073)
Caltrans‐FSP (I‐205) FY 21‐22 allocation FSP21‐6088(076)
Freeway Service Patrol (FSP18 SB1 6088‐063) Carryover
Caltrans‐FSP18SB1 FY 18‐19 allocation FSP19 SB1‐6088(066)
Caltrans‐FSP19SB1 (6088‐070) FY 19‐20 allocation
Caltrans‐FSP21 SB1 (6088‐074) FY 20‐21 allocation
Caltrans‐FSP21 SB1 (6088‐077) FY 21‐22 allocation
Affordable Housing & Sustainable Communities FY 19/20 Enterprise
Affordable Housing & Sustainable Communities FY 20/21 Enterprise
State Transit Assistance
Clean Mobility Options Program(EV Car Share)
SJV Regional Early Action Planning Committee for Housing (REAP)
Sustainable Transportation Equity Project (STEP)

LOCAL
TDA (LTF Planning + TDA Administration)
Measure K Project Management
Measure K Administration
Measure K dibs
RTIF
Valley MPOs Air Quality Planning
Tri‐County Travel Demand (Merced, Stanislaus, San Joaquin)
SACOG TDM (Trip Planning System, 511, dibs)
Merced‐ Modeling
SACOG FSP Match
COG Fees
SJCOGI
OTHER
Interest
Other (ALUC Fees+doc fees)
TOTAL

$
20,000
$
60,000
SUBTOTAL $
80,000
$ 23,995,953.00
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SERVICE AND SUPPLIES

FY 2022‐23
Title
Office Expense ‐ General

Line Item Description
General Supplies
Recognitions
Printing
Noncapital Equip/Furniture
Computer Software & License

$
$
$
$
$

Final
20,000
500
4,000
35,000
235,000

FY 2022‐23

$
$
$
$
$

Revised Final
20,000
500
4,000
35,000
235,000

FY 2022‐23
Amendment #1
$
20,000
$
500
$
4,000
$
35,000
$
235,000

+/‐
Change
$
$
$
$
$

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

Office Expense ‐ General Subtotal

$

294,500 $

294,500 $

294,500 $

‐

Office Expense ‐ Postage Subtotal

$

1,500 $

1,500 $

1,500 $

‐

Office Expense ‐ Subscriptions Subtotal

$

2,000 $

2,000 $

2,000 $

‐

Office Expense ‐ Subtotal

$

298,000 $

298,000 $

298,000 $

‐

Communications‐Subtotal

$

60,000 $

60,000 $

60,000 $

‐

Memberships ‐ Subtotal

$

45,000 $

45,000 $

45,000 $

‐

Maintenance ‐ Equipment ‐ Subtotal

$

10,000 $

10,000 $

10,000 $

‐

Rents & Leases ‐ Equipment ‐ Subtotal

$

131,000 $

131,000 $

131,000 $

‐

Publications & Legal Notices ‐ Subtotal

$

7,500 $

7,500 $

7,500 $

‐

Insurances ‐ Subtotal

$

146,300 $

146,300 $

146,300 $

‐

Building Maintenance ‐ Subtotal

$

200,000 $

200,000 $

200,000 $

‐

BuildingDebt Service ‐ Principle & Interest

$

200,000 $

200,000 $

200,000 $

‐

TOTAL SERVICES & SUPPLIES

$

1,097,800 $

1,097,800 $

1,097,800 $

‐
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San Joaquin Council of Governments
ANNUAL FINANCIAL PLAN
Fiscal Year 2022/2023
Final March 24, 2022
Revised Final May 26, 2022
Amendment #1 August 25, 2022
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
FY 2022‐23
Final

Work Element No./Project Description
601.01‐‐Regional Transportation Plan
601.011‐‐Regional Transportation Plan (AHSC)
601.012‐‐SCS Implementation FY 17/18 SB1 grant
601.013‐‐SCS Implementation FY 18/19 SB1 grant
601.014‐‐SCS Implementation FY 19/20 SB1 grant
601.015‐‐19/20 Caltrans Adaptation Planning grant SB1
601.016‐‐SCS Implementation FY 20/21 SB1 grant
601.017‐‐SCS Implementation FY 21/22 SB1 grant
601.017‐‐SCS Implementation FY 21/22 SB1 grant
601.018‐‐SCS Implementation FY 22/23 SB1 grant
601.019‐‐Regional Transportation Plan Implementation
601.02‐‐Regional Planning Studies
602.01‐‐RTIP
603.01‐‐Road & Street Monitoring
603.015‐‐I‐205 Managed Lanes Widening Project
603.02‐‐Transit Coordination
603.03‐‐Transportation Air Quality
603.04‐‐Goods Movement
603.041 ‐‐Goods Movement Partnership Planning Grant
701.01‐‐Technical Assistance
801.01‐‐Intergovernmental Coordination
801.012‐‐Intergovernmental Coordination (St. Pln. & Reas)
801.02‐‐Projections & Forecasts
801.03‐‐Airport Land Use Commission
801.04‐‐Congestion Management
801.05‐‐Regional Planning
801.06‐‐Valley MPO Coordination
801.09‐‐SJCOG Inc
901.01‐‐Measure K
901.02‐‐RTIF
901.03‐‐Smart Growth
1001.01‐‐COG OWP
1001.02‐‐TDA Administration
1001.03‐‐Community Involvement
1001.04‐‐FAST ACT Management
1101.01‐‐Transportation Demand Management
1101.03‐‐Transportation Demand Management
1201.01‐‐Freeway Service Patrol
1201.03 ‐ SJCOG Interns
1301.01 ‐ Performance Based Planning and Programming
1350.01 ‐ SJV Regional Early Action Planning Committee for Housing (REAP)
1375.01 ‐ Sustainable Transportation Equity Project (STEP)
1380.01 ‐ CMO voucher program
Indirect
TOTAL

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

150,000
31,777
‐
‐
‐
‐
141,074
12,837
275,000
341,671

FY 2022‐23
Revised Final
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

117,716
31,777
‐
‐
‐
‐
141,074
12,837
275,000
341,671

FY 2022‐23
Amendment #1
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

117,716
31,777
‐
‐
‐
‐
141,074
12,837
275,000
341,671

$

30,000 $

30,000 $

30,000

$
$

900,000 $
2,000,000 $

900,000 $
2,000,000 $

900,000
2,000,000

$

200,000 $

200,000 $

200,000

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

97,350
130,000
‐
140,000
10,000
50,000
15,000
45,000
85,000
50,000
15,000

97,350
130,000
‐
140,000
10,000
50,000
15,000
45,000
85,000
50,000
15,000

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

97,350
130,000
‐
140,000
10,000
50,000
15,000
45,000
85,000
50,000
15,000

$
$
$

5,000 $
250,000 $
25,000 $

5,000 $
250,000 $
25,000 $

5,000
250,000
25,000

$

1,973,913 $

1,973,913 $

1,973,913

$

2,219,903 $

2,219,903 $

2,219,903

$
$
$
$
$

1,923,702
5,238,053
699,030
400,000
17,454,311

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$

1,923,702
5,238,053
699,030
400,000
17,422,027

$
$
$
$
$

1,923,702
5,238,053
699,030
135,869
17,157,896

+/‐
Change
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
(264,131)
(264,131)
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San Joaquin Council of Governments
ANNUAL FINANCIAL PLAN
Fiscal Year 2022/2023
Final March 24, 2022
Revised Final May 26, 2022
Amendment #1 August 25, 2022
FIXED ASSETS
FY 2022‐23
Title

TOTAL

Description
Office Furniture/Equipment
Replacement Printers (2)
Server Upgrade
ERP Accounting System
Customer Relation Management
Computer Upgrades
Capitalized Building Maintenance/Upgrades

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Final
10,000
‐
20,500
‐
25,000
20,000
120,000
195,500

FY 2022‐23

FY 2022‐23

Revised Final
$
10,000
$
‐
$
20,500
$
‐
$
25,000
$
20,000
$
120,000
$
195,500

Amendment #1
$
10,000
$
‐
$
20,500
$
‐
$
25,000
$
20,000
$
120,000
$
195,500

+/‐

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Change
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
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AGENDA ITEM 8
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August 2022
Executive Committee

STAFF REPORT
SUBJECT:

City of Escalon’s LTF Transit Set-Aside
Board Adopted Policy

RECOMMENDED ACTION:

Suspend the 2019 LTF Transit Set-Aside for
City of Escalon for 3 years (Fiscal Years
2021/22, 2022/23, & 2023/24)

SUMMARY:
In September 2019, the San Joaquin Council of Governments (SJCOG) Board approved a policy
which applied a formula to each city to set aside –for transit purposes--a percentage of the Local
Transportation Fund (LTF) apportionment. Based upon maintaining specific population levels, the
policy provided for a varying percentage of funds assigned for transit purposes which would
increase each year, until all LTF funds were assigned to transit. For cities that maintain a
population under 25,000 (currently this is Ripon, Lathrop, and Escalon), there was a cap of 25
percent to be set aside for transit. Per the policy, the first-year limit for streets and roads claims
would be 75%, and 25% will be set aside for transit for each respective year the city maintains a
population under 25,000. The city of Escalon’s population is below 25,000 and will remain in this
category for the foreseeable future.
Since the adoption of this policy, Escalon has received a range of transit funding from multiple
federal relief acts. To accommodate the increased transit revenue, the City of Escalon has requested
the SJCOG board waive (or suspend) the LTF transit policy for the City of Escalon for 3 fiscal
years. The attached letter dated March 2, 2022, details the reasons behind their request. This
request was also discussed at the Escalon City Council who supported Escalon staff submittal of
the letter. And for the past six months while the request was under thorough evaluation by both
Interagency Transit Committee members and SJCOG staff, City of Escalon has updated their LTF
suspension request to three fiscal years (FY 2021/22; 2022/23; and 2023/24). This staff report
only considers the request by City of Escalon as no other city has submitted a suspension request.

FISCAL IMPACTS:
No fiscal impact to SJCOG or amount of funding available to Escalon for transit purposes. Should
the SJCOG Board LTF policy be suspended (for three years for Escalon), this does not impact the
amount of LTF funds SJCOG apportions to the City of Escalon. It is about the restrictions on “use
of funds” and not the “amount of funds received.” The funding analysis demonstrate that new
federal funding received by Escalon provide additional revenue for transit and therefore the policy
suspension cannot be considered as a cut in budget to Escalon’s transit service. The City of Escalon
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still has the full amount of LTF apportionment available for any eligible use under TDA, so long
as there are no unmet transit needs.

RECOMMENDATION:
SJCOG staff is recommending suspension of the 2019 SJCOG Board LTF Transit Policy for
Escalon for 3 years (Fiscal Years 2021/22, 2022/23, & 2023/24). SJCOG staff wants to emphasize
that Escalon needs to formally submit for reconsideration, should City choose, after 2023/24 when
the suspension (if approved) expires.

BACKGROUND:
In September 2019, the San Joaquin Council of Governments (SJCOG) Board adopted the
following Local Transportation Fund apportionment policy:
•

Over four years reduce the eligibility of cities of 50,000 or greater to claim LTF for Road
and Street purposes. The limit would be no more than 75% for roads and streets the first
year (2020-21), 50% the second, 25% the third and 0% the fourth.

•

For cities under 50,000 populations but 25,000 or greater, the first- and second-year limits
would be 75% and 50% respectively, but they would still be eligible to claim up to 50%
for roads and streets in the third year and into the future.

•

For cities of under 25,000, the first-year limit would be 75% and that would not change in
succeeding years.

•

Cities would remain the decision-maker within existing laws and policies to determine
what transit purposes to claim LTF.

Because of the substantial increase in LTF funding realized and projected for 2019-20, the firstyear limits were subsequently “suspended” by SJCOG for all claimants. Realistically this
impacted Ripon and Lathrop.
This policy was subsequently suspended for the second year due to the uncertainty of COVID
impacts.
There were no further suspensions in FY 21-22 whereby the policy was reinstated for all cities.
City of Escalon Request for Waiver/Suspension of LTF Policy
SJCOG staff have received a request (attached letter dated March 2, 2022) to suspend this LTF
policy, for a three-year period, for City of Escalon. The justification provided for this request is
that Escalon has received a range of transit funding from multiple federal relief acts –including
COVID19 transit assistance funding which have provided revenue capacity to support Escalon’s
transit system. The letter notes a two-year period of excess capacity as well as a request for a two-
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year waiver of TDA funds. After receipt of the letter on March 2, 2022, the Interagency Transit
Committee has held discussion on this topic.
With the passage of months as this request was under evaluation, City of Escalon has updated their
request, indicating a third year of funding has further supported their previous statement wherein
“an excess amount of TDA funds for a larger scale transit system that at the present time is not
needed at the City.” At the time of this report writing, City of Escalon has amended their request
to waive the SJCOG LTF policy for City of Escalon for Fiscal Years 2021/22, 2022/23, and
2023/24. The City of Escalon’s position is that these LTF funds should be used immediately for
pressing city local street & roads maintenance/infrastructure needs (eligible for use of these funds)
and not reserved for Escalon transit which does not have budget needs (or shortfalls) for the coming
years.
As shown in Table 1, three years of revenue received from federal relief acts totals $326,233 which
is larger than the anticipated $200,115 projected in Escalon’s LTF allocation. Escalon is requesting
a 3-year suspension of the LTF policy which requires 25% of funds be set aside for transit.
Table 1 – Projected 3-Year LTF and Federal Funding Estimates for the City of Escalon
Revenue
Sources

Notes

FY 21-22
Estimates

FY 22-23
Estimates

FY 23-24
Estimates

Total

LTF

Transportation
Development Act Fund

$79,691.50

$79,184.23

$41,239.96

$200,115

9CARES*

Emergency Formula
Grants for Rural Areas

$59,054.34

$142,815.66

----

CRRSAA*

Emergency Formula
Grants for Rural Areas

----

----

$124,363.00

$326,233

* Funding awarded for COVID relief purposes.

After evaluating the data, confirming that other cities did not have suspension requests, and
discussions at ITC on this request, SJCOG is recommending support for Escalon’s request.

ATTACHMENT:
•

March 2, 2022, City of Escalon letter to SJCOG

Prepared by Joel Campos, Associate Regional Planner
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CITY OF ESCALON
August 11, 2022
Diane Nguyen, Executive Director
San Joaquin Council of Governments
555 East Weber Street
Stockton, CA 95202
RE: Local Transportation Fund Policy Change Regarding Public Transit and Road
and Street Claims
Dear Ms. Nguyen:
As you are aware, in the Transportation Development Act (TDA), funds can be allocated to cities
and towns in California for streets and roadway purposes after a series of steps, including
determination of unmet transit needs that are not reasonable to meet. The City of Escalon (City), as
a rural city in San Joaquin County (the smallest) is significantly impacted by the current Local
Transportation Fund (LTF) Policy requiring 25% of LTF to be retained for public transit purposes.
The City has met its transit needs continuously since 2002, when the last unmet transit needs that
was deemed reasonable to meet under a previous definition required the City to implement transit
services connecting Escalon and Modesto. Since then, the City has operated a robust transit system
that meets the needs of the Escalon residents. Through continuous short-range transit planning
and aggressive marketing, the City has been able to meet all the performance objectives set forth by
SJCOG. The TDA funds used by the City has helped continue to fund roadway improvements and to
continue annual roadway maintenance programs. The current LTF policy is significantly impacting
the City’s General Fund in its ability to provide improvements and maintenance to the City’s
roadways. As a result of available Federal funding to support public transit in the last two fiscal
years, the City now has an excess amount of TDA funds for a larger scale transit system that at the
present time is not needed at the City.
The City is requesting consideration to waive the 25% LTF retention for public transit for Fiscal Year
2021-2022, 2022-2023 and 2023-2024.
Should you have any questions regarding our letter, you can call me at (209) 321.1334 or email at
jandoh@cityofescalon.org.
Thank you,

John Andoh
Transit Coordinator

________________________________________________________________________
City of Escalon - Transit
2060 McHenry Avenue, Escalon, CA 95320
Telephone: (209) 691-7400 Fax: (209) 691-7439
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AGENDA ITEM 9
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August 2022
Executive Committee

STAFF REPORT
SUBJECT:

2023 SJMSCP Development Fee Annual
Adjustment

RECOMMENDED ACTION: Information Only
SUMMARY:
Using the adopted five-year financial analysis model to the San Joaquin County
Multi-Species Habitat Conservation and Open Space Plan (SJMSCP) the
SJCOG Inc. staff, HTAC Financial Subcommittee members (Table 1) and
consultants undertook the annual analysis in summer 2022. The goal of the
annual analysis is to establish the next year’s habitat plan fees paid by the
development project. The fees are for impacts under the countywide SJMSCP
permits as defined in the three fee model categories (Category A – Acquisition;
Category B - Assessment and Enhancement; and Category C - Land
Management and Administration).

Cat A

Cat B

Cat C

2023 SJMSCP
Fees

Table 1 – HTAC Financial Subcommittee Members:
John Beckman, BIA

Matt Diaz, Stockton

Zachery Kearns, CDFW

Dan Gifford, Conservation

Alisa Goulart, SJ County

The proposed 2023 SJMSCP development fees were adjusted using the recommended 2020
SJMSCP Five-Year Financial Model Update for the respective categories and are compared to
the 2022 SJMSCP Development fees (Table 2) in the most common habitat categories under
the plan. The change is an overall decrease of 1.6% in the most impacted categories of
Agricultural and Natural habitat classifications from the prior year. The decrease is due
primarily to a dip in the land acquisition component (Category A) for agricultural land price 1.6%
values of comparable sales even though there was an unusually robust rise in the reported
Consumer Price Index (CPI) for Categories B and C.
Table 2- Compared 2023 & 2022 SJMSCP Development Fees – Most Common Fee Habitat Types

Agricultural/Natural

2023 Fee Proposed
$19,255

2022 Fee Adopted
$19,561

Difference
$306

Percent
Change
1.6%

Table 3 illustrates the history of the SJMSCP development fees over the years since the funding
shortfall was noted by the permitting agencies in 2006. The fees can fluctuate primarily based on
the Category A – acquisition component of the fee formula over time.
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Table 3- History and Annual Percentage Change for SJMSCP Development Fees
2007
Fee Category

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

$6,511

$6,165

$7,052

$7,307

$6,631

$7,195

$6,364

$6,656

$7,281

$7,807

$8,905

$9,701

$6,700

$6,412

$8,682

$9,781

$13,022

$12,329

$14,104

$14,615

$13,262

$14,372

$12,711

$13,295

$14,543

$15,596

$17,808

$19,400

$13,399

$12,822

$17,363

$19,561

$80,760
(wetted)

$77,720

$81,989

$78,311

$80,972

$85,631

$90,273

$109,737

$116,871

$101,033

$100,788

$161,286

$174,040

(wetted)

(wetted)

(wetted)

(wetted)

(wetted)

(wetted)

(wetted)

(wetted)

(wetted)

(wetted)

(wetted)

(wetted)

Financial
Update#

M ulti-Purpose
Open Space

Agriculture/Natural

Vernal Pools

Percentage of
Change Yearly

$69,858

$71,125

$78,353

(wetted)

(wetted)

(wetted)

$34,958

$35,143

$40,565

(upland)

(upland)
-5.3%

$38,328

$41,534

$37,087

$39,047

$42,784

$46,869

$66,437

$72,523

$54,576

$52,833

$71,544

$80,453

(upland)

$42,071
(upland)

(upland)

(upland)

(upland)

(upland)

(upland)

(upland)

(upland)

(upland)

(upland)

(upland)

(upland)

(upland)

14.4%

3.6%

-9.3%

8.4%

-11.6%

4.6%

9.4%

7.2%

14.2%

8.9%

-30.9%

-4.3%

35.4%

12.7%

Projects participating under the SJMSCP benefit from a predetermined streamlined processing of
the project rather than navigating through a potentially very long, cumbersome and expensive
regulatory process outside the habitat plan. By opting for participation, the project proponent can
choose any number of ways to provide mitigation for the impacts of the project through the plan
and even control much of the mitigation costs if desired. The options are:
1. Pay a fee.
2. Redesign the project to avoid/minimize impacts.
3. Provide land in lieu of the SJMSCP fee, which the project proponent will negotiate the
easement/fee title costs (Category A component).
4. Any combination of the above options.
And if those options are not sufficient, the project proponent can choose to not participate in the
plan (opt out) and fulfill mitigation requirements on their own with state and federal permitting
agencies independently.
RECOMMENDATION:
Information Only.
FISCAL IMPACT:
Development fees provide funding for SJCOG Inc. to mitigate project impacts covered under the
SJMSCP permits for the subsequent calendar year beginning January 1.
BACKGROUND:
Annually, the SJMSCP development fees are reviewed and calculated using a formula method
adopted under the habitat. The three components of the formula are adjusted using a specific
mechanism, which relates to the individual component in the fee based on the most current data.
The development fees established must be adopted by each of the jurisdictions and would become
effective on January 1 of the subsequent year for projects using the SJMSCP.
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Cat A

Cat B

Cat C

Fee

Category A (Acquisition) – Comparable Land Sales

This category is directly related to land valuation based on comparable land sales in San Joaquin
County in specific zones of the plan area (Central Zone, Central Southwest Transition Zone and
Delta Zone) over an established two-year period meeting the established criteria used for
comparable land sales (Attachment 1). Cost estimates for this category will continue to be
evaluated on a yearly basis by taking all qualified fee title comparable sales in each zone to set a
weighted cost per acre. Also, during the third year of the five-year cycle, the HTAC Financial
Subcommittee reviewed the percentage of easement value to fee title value percentage used in the
fee model for this category which was part of the 2020 model update. The percentage rose slightly
from 56% to 58% which was incorporated into going forward until next 5-Year Review process.
The fee model update results in a 6.5% decrease in the Agricultural/Natural Habitat types of
Category A (Acquisition) component to be $12,716. The reason for the decrease is the small dip
in overall comparable fee title land sale values from prior year jumps.
Category B (Assessment and Enhancement) – Refined Cost Factors with Consumer Price
Index and Model Data Update

The Category B component of the fee is adjusted using several factors including the California
Consumer Price Index (CPI), as reported by the California Department of Finance for the
preceding 12-month fiscal year (June 2021 – June 2022) and from the updated model numbers
completed annually based on the SJMSCP Annual Report.
The unit cost factors (per acre or per year for some items) are adjusted only by the CPI (the
California CPI calculation was an increase of 8.3%). But the total cost for Category B is also a
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function of the SJMSCP Annual Report data updated annually (acres remaining to be acquired and
the number of years remaining in the permit term; the fee per acre is a function of those total
calculated costs and the land conversion acres remaining). These parts all feed into the fee model.
The fee model update results in a 9.8% increase in the Agricultural/Natural Habitat types of
Category B (Assessment and Enhancement) component to be $5,769.
Category C (Management, Monitoring and Administration) – Refined Cost Factors/Long
Term Investment with Consumer Price Index
Annual cost updates use the California Consumer Price Index (CPI), as reported by the California
Department of Finance, for the preceding 12-month fiscal year (June 2021 – June 2022) to keep
up with inflation on an annual basis.
The fee model update results in an 8.3% increase in the Agricultural/Natural Habitat types of
Category C (Management, Monitoring and Administration) component from prior years to be
$769.97.
In summary, the SJMSCP fees is calculated using the SJMSCP Financial Analysis formula model
shown in the final proposed fee table 4 below and Attachment 2 (SJMSCP Cost and Fee Analysis
2023 Update). The overall result in the fee analysis is a 1.6% decrease in the most impacted
Agricultural and Natural Habitat Classifications fees for 2023.
Table 4 - 2023 SJMSCP Development Fees - Proposed

Habitat Type

Category A

Category B

Category C

Total Fee

Rounded Fee

Other Open Space
Natural/Ag Lands

$6,358.00
$12,716.00

$2,885.00
$5,769.00

$385.55
$769.97

$9,628.55
$19,254.97

$9,629
$19,255

Vernal Pool Grasslands

$58,927.00

$14,491.00

$1,901.76

$75,319.76

$75,320

Vernal Pool Wetted

$57,912.00

$117,102.00

$1,864.45

$176,878.45

$176,878

COMMITTEE ACTIONS:
•
•
•
•
•

HTAC FINANICAL SUBCOMMITTEE: Recommended Approval to HTAC
HTAC: Action Required
Management and Finance: Information
Executive Committee: Information
SJCOG Inc. Board: August 25, 2022

Prepared by: Steven Mayo, Program Manager
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Attachment 1 – 2023 Fee Study Property List - Props 24 Month
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Attachment 2 – SJMSCP Cost and Fee Analysis 2023 Update
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